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Abstract. We investigate the problem of estimating geodesic tortuosity and constrictivity as two structural characteristics of stationary random closed sets. They are of central importance for the analysis
of effective transport properties in porous or composite materials. Loosely speaking, geodesic tortuosity measures the windedness of paths whereas the notion of constrictivity captures the appearance of
bottlenecks resulting from narrow passages within a given materials phase. We first provide mathematically precise definitions of these quantities and introduce appropriate estimators. Then, we show
strong consistency of these estimators for unboundedly growing sampling windows. In order to apply
our estimators to real datasets, the extent of edge effects needs to be controlled. This is illustrated
using a model for a multi-phase material that is incorporated in solid oxid fuel cells.

1. Introduction
The interplay between geometric microstructure characteristics and physical properties of materials
motivates a major stream of current research activities. A better understanding of this relationship can
help to increase the overall performance of functional materials as diverse as such used in solid oxide
fuel cells, batteries and solar cells. This paper provides tools for mathematical modeling and statistical
analysis of two crucial quantities: geodesic tortuosity and constrictivity.
In materials science, diverse definitions of tortuosity are used for the characterization of microstructures (Clennell, 1997; Ghanbarian et al., 2013), where tortuosity is sometimes defined as an effective
transport property. The notion of geodesic tortuosity measures the lengths of shortest transportation
paths with respect to the materials thickness and is particularly well-suited for algorithmic estimations
from 3D image data (Peyrega and Jeulin, 2013). Although this characteristic merely depends on the
geometry of the underlying microstructure, it essentially influences effective transport properties of the
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material. Indeed, if the microstructure is set up such that the transportation paths between two interfaces are long and highly winded, then this serves as a first indication for poor quality of effective
transport properties.
Despite the importance of path lengths, conductivity of materials is also influenced by more finegrained characteristics of the material along the trajectories. For instance, transport processes are
substantially obstructed by the presence of frequent narrow bottlenecks of transportation paths. To
capture this effect, constrictivity quantifies the appearance of bottlenecks resulting from narrow passages.
In the setting of tubes with periodically appearing bottlenecks, constrictivity is intimately related to
the concept of effective diffusivity (Petersen, 1958). More recently, the definition of constrictivity was
extended to complex microstructures based on the continuous pore size distribution (Holzer et al., 2013).
The latter characteristic is directly related to the notion of granulometry in mathematical morphology
(Matheron, 1975).
Virtual materials testing – that is, the combination of stochastic microstructure modeling, image analysis and numerical simulation – made it possible to empirically derive a quantitative relationship between
volume fraction p, mean geodesic tortuosity τ , constrictivity β and the ratio of effective conductivity σeff
to intrinsic conductivity (Stenzel et al., 2016). Validation with experimental data from literature showed
that the relationship can be used to predict effective conductivity in real microstructures by geometric
microstructure characteristics.
In order to understand geometric properties of the microstructure in materials via statistical analysis
and simulation, stochastic geometry has emerged as a powerful, scalable and versatile framework, see e.g.
Chiu et al. (2013); Kendall and Molchanov (2010); Ohser and Schladitz (2009). Despite their numerous
applications in the materials science literature, the notions of tortuosity and constrictivity have not yet
been analyzed from a mathematical point of view. In fact, even a rigorous definition in the framework of
stationary random closed sets is not available. This raises the question whether the empirical estimates
in the literature for both, mean geodesic tortuosity (Gommes et al., 2009; Peyrega and Jeulin, 2013;
Soille, 2003; Stenzel et al., 2016) and constrictivity (Holzer et al., 2013; Stenzel et al., 2016) have any
statistical underpinning, or whether the findings are purely heuristical.
In the present paper, we address this issue by providing mathematically precise definitions of these
quantities as well as consistent estimators. The most naive version of the estimators is difficult to
implement in practice, as it requires to take into account paths reaching arbitrarily far outside of the
considered sampling window. Therefore, we establish sufficient conditions under which the estimators
remain consistent in the setting where only a small amount of plus-sampling of the sampling window is
required. Additionally, we illustrate how the conditions can be verified in the case of mollified Poisson
relative neighborhood graphs, which have recently been used to model microstructures in solid oxide fuel
cells (Neumann et al., 2016). Realizations of this model are simulated and the estimators of geodesic
tortuosity and constrictivity are computed in order to illustrate the theoretical results.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the notions of geodesic tortuosity and constrictivity as
well as their estimators are defined in the framework of random closed sets. Moreover, in this section, the
main results are presented. The corresponding proofs are given in Section 3. In Section 4, the influence
of edge effects on the estimation of geodesic tortuosity and constrictivity is analyzed for a certain class
of random closed sets using percolation theory. Finally, numerical simulations illustrate the theoretical
results in Section 5. The appendix contains details of proofs that were omitted in the main part of the
manuscript in order to render the presentation accessible to a broad audience.
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2. Definitions and main results
The proofs of the results stated in this section are postponed to Section 3.
2.1. Preliminaries. We consider the d-dimensional Euclidean space, d ≥ 2. For each B ⊂ Rd the
interior, the closure and the boundary of B are denoted by B̊, B̄ and ∂B, respectively.

The open

d

and closed balls with radius r > 0 centered at x ∈ R are denoted by b(x, r) and B(x, r), respectively.
Moreover, B

r

denotes the erosion B

B(o, r) of a set B ⊂ Rd by B(o, r) for each r > 0. The Minkowski

addition of two sets B1 , B2 ⊂ Rd is denoted by B1 ⊕ B2 . Let F and K denote the families of closed and
compact sets in Rd , respectively. Furthermore, let νd be the d-dimensional Lebesgue measure and Hk be
the k-dimensional Hausdorff measure for 1 ≤ k ≤ d. By
σF = σ({F ∈ F : F ∩ K 6= ∅} : K ∈ K})
we denote the Borel σ-algebra with respect to the Fell topology (Fell, 1962) on F. By H0 = {x ∈ Rd :
xd = 0} and H1 = {x ∈ Rd : xd = 1} we denote the hyperplanes orthogonal to the d-th standard unit
vector ed = (0, . . . , 0, 1) at distance 0 and 1 to the origin. The set of all paths going from x ∈ Rd to
F1 ∈ F via the interior of F0 ∈ F is denoted by
PF0 (x, F1 ) = {f : [0, 1] −→ F˚0 Lipschitz : f (0) = x, f (1) ∈ F1 }.
Note that the Lipschitz condition ensures that paths are rectifiable, see Federer (1969, p. 251). Finally,
CF0 (F1 ) = {x ∈ Rd : PF0 (x, F1 ) 6= ∅}
denotes the set of all points connected to a closed set F1 ∈ F through F˚0 . In other words, CF0 (F1 )
describes the union of the connected components of F0 intersecting F1 . Throughout the paper, we
consider a complete probability space (Ω, A, P), which is not further specified.
2.2. Definitions.
2.2.1. Mean geodesic tortuosity. The notion of mean geodesic tortuosity for stationary random closed sets
quantifies the windedness of directional paths through the considered sets. Among the various concepts
of tortuosity in materials science, the concept of mean geodesic tortuosity constitutes an important
microstructure characteristic for the prediction of effective conductivity in multi-phase materials (Stenzel
et al., 2016).
In the following, we assume that the direction of transport is given by ed . Tortuosity in other directions
reduces to this setting after a suitable rotation of the underlying random closed set. Intuitively speaking,
mean geodesic tortuosity of a stationary random closed set Ξ in Rd is defined as the expectation of the
length of the shortest path in Ξ̊ from the origin o ∈ Rd to the hyperplane lH1 under the condition
that at least one such path exists. For normalization, mean geodesic tortuosity is divided by l. An
illustration of a shortest path is given in Figure 1, left. After rescaling Ξ suitably by l−1 , i.e., considering
l−1 Ξ = {l−1 x : x ∈ Ξ}, we may assume that l = 1 in the following.
In order to define the mean geodesic tortuosity of a random closed set Ξ in Rd rigorously, we need
to be able to measure lengths of connection paths in Ξ and determine whether different parts of Ξ are
contained in a common connected component. Recall that CΞ (F ) describes the union of the connected
components of Ξ intersecting a set F . Furthermore,
γF (x, T ) =

inf

f ∈PF (x,T )

H1 (f ([0, 1]))

denotes the length of the shortest path contained in the interior of F ∈ F from x to a target set T ∈ F.
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Figure 1. Left: Visualization of the shortest path (orange) in Ξ (gray) from the origin
to H1 . To estimate the mean geodesic tortuosity τ , the average length of all shortest
paths going from H0 to H1 is considered. Right: Illustration of CΞ r0 (H0 ) ⊕ B(o, r0 ).
Although we consider the paths in the interior of the random closed set for technical reasons, this
definition is sensible for applications since transport through infinitely thin paths is not possible. In
applications, it is sometimes assumed that paths are restricted in the half-space of non-negative last
coordinate and many of our results carry over to this setting.
A random closed set is called Rd−1 -stationary if it is stationary with respect to shifts by vectors of
the linear sub-space H0 .
Definition 1. Let Ξ be an Rd−1 -stationary random closed set. The mean geodesic tortuosity of Ξ is
then defined by

 E [γ (o, H ) | o ∈ C (H )]
Ξ
Ξ
1
1
τ=
∞

if P(o ∈ CΞ (H1 )) > 0,

(1)

otherwise.

Since, a priori, there are uncountably many paths, it is not clear that γΞ (o, H1 ) is a random variable
and CΞ (H1 ) is a measurable set. This is discussed in Proposition 19 and in the remark thereafter.
Note that in the definition of τ , it is sufficient to assume that Ξ is Rd−1 -stationary. In case that Ξ is
Rd−1 -stationary, but not Rd -stationary, τ is a local characteristic of Ξ. This can be relevant for the
investigation of microstructures exhibiting a structural gradient. If Ξ is additionally Rd -stationary, τ is
invariant under translations of the origin and thus τ is a global characteristic of Ξ.
Note that we define the mean geodesic tortuosity τ of a random closed set Ξ as the expected path
length from the origin o through Ξ to a predefined outlet plane H1 , given that such a path exists, divided
by the minimum Euclidean distance from o to H1 . Theorem 5 shows that, if we assume Ξ to be ergodic,
the expectation of the shortest path length starting at o coincides with the spatial average of shortest
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path lengths starting at the inlet plane H0 being parallel to H1 and containing o. This means that by
Definition 1 we transfer a commonly used concept of geometrical tortuosity from materials science to
random closed sets. The reader is referred to the review of Ghanbarian et al. (2013) and the references
therein. Note that this concept has been formalized for deterministic structures in Peyrega and Jeulin
(2013), where an algorithmic reconstruction of shortest paths from an inlet to an outlet plane is described
and applied to image data of fiber-based materials. An alternative way of defining tortuosity in a purely
geometrical way is to consider only the length of paths on a skeleton of Ξ, i.e. on its medial axes. Such an
approach would formalize the concepts of tortuosity used in, e.g., Lindquist et al. (1996) and Gaiselmann
et al. (2014). We decided not to use the concept of such a skeleton-based definition for two reasons. First,
there are many different ways to define a skeleton in the literature, see e.g. Saha et al. (2017), leading
then to different values of tortuosity. The second reason is that the mean geodesic tortuosity defined
here seems to be more meaningful with respect to effective conductivity of microstructures compared to
a skeleton-based definition (Stenzel et al., 2016).
To conclude this section, we give a simple example of a random closed set Ξ in R2 , which is Rstationary and for which the exact value of τ can be calculated. For a sketch with respect to Example 2,
see Figure 2..
Example 2. Let U1 be a random variable uniformly distributed between −1/6 and 1/6, i.e. U1 ∼
U(−1/6, 1/6). Consider the random closed set Ξ = R2 \ (Ξ0 ⊕ (−1/12, 1/12)2 ), where Ξ0 = 1/3 · Z2 + U
with U = (U1 , 1/6). That means that Ξ is the complement of a union of squares with side length 1/6, the
centers of which form a grid randomly translated in x1 -direction. Note that Ξ is stationary with respect
to shifts in the x1 -coordinate, i.e. Ξ is R-stationary. By definition, it holds that o ∈ Ξ and γ(o, H1 ) < ∞
almost surely. Moreover, we have P(γ(o, H1 ) = 1) = 1/2. Under the condition that γ(o, H1 ) > 1, we can
p
write γ(o, H1 ) = L2 + 1/144 + 11/12, where L ∼ U (0, 1/12). Thus,
Z 1/12 r
√
1
1 √
t2 +
dt + 11/24 = 1 + ( 2 − 2 + log(1 + 2)).
τ = 1/2 + 6
144
48
0

Ψre(Ξ)

γ(o, H1 )

Ξ

Ξ

o

o

Ξ

o

Figure 2. Illustration of Examples 2 and 4 showing the shortest path γ(o, H1 ) through
Ξ starting at o, which is considered in Example 2 (left), the intrusion of disks from H0
into transport direction (center) as well as Ψre(Ξ) (right), which determine rmin and rmax
in Example 4. The complement of Ξ, i.e. Ξ0 ⊕ (−1/12, 1/12)2 , is represented in grey for
a realization with U1 = 1/24.
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2.2.2. Constrictivity. The notion of constrictivity of a stationary random closed set measures the strength
of bottleneck effects. This characteristic was introduced in materials science for tubes with periodically
appearing bottlenecks in Petersen (1958), where constrictivity has been defined in dimension d = 3 as
the ratio of the minimum and maximum area, through which transport goes. In Petersen (1958) the
minimum as well as the maximum area are circular areas with radii rmin and rmax . Thus constrictivity
is defined as (rmin /rmax )2 . Note that the concept of constrictivity can be transfered from simple geometries to complex microstructures (Holzer et al., 2013), i.e. rmin and rmax are defined for complex
microstructures based on the concept of the continuous pore size distribution (Münch and Holzer, 2008),
which is directly related to the granulometry function of mathematical morphology (Matheron, 1975).
Regarding a detailed discussion of constrictivity for complex microstrucuters, we refer to Stenzel et al.
(2016). As in Section 2.2.1 we assume that the transport direction is ed . Constrictivity with respect
to other transport directions can be reduced to this setting by a suitable rotation of the random closed
set. When generalizing the concept of constrictivity to an arbitrary dimension, the definition changes to
(rmin /rmax )d−1 . The exponent d − 1 appears in the definition of constrictivity as transport in Rd towards
a predefined direction goes through (d − 1)−dimensional cross-sections.
To quantify bottleneck effects in a closed set F ∈ F, we consider the set CF
x ∈ F such that x can be reached by a path in the interior of F

r

r

(H0 ) consisting of all

starting at H0 . Then, CF

r

(H0 )⊕B(o, r)

is the subset of F that can be filled by spheres with radius r starting from H0 . This means that each
x ∈ CF

r

(H0 ) ⊕ B(o, r) can be covered by a sphere rolling from H0 through Ξ. For an illustration, see

Figure 1, right. Next, for an Rd−1 -stationary random closed set Ξ, by
rmin,l = sup{r ≥ 0 : E[νd ((CΞ r (H0 ) ⊕ B(o, r)) ∩ ([0, 1]d−1 × [0, l]))] ≥

1
2

E[νd (Ξ ∩ [0, l]d )]}

we denote the largest radius r such that in expectation at least half of Ξ ∩ ([0, 1]d−1 × [0, l]) can be
filled by an intrusion of balls with radius r, i.e., by an intrusion from H0 in transport direction ed ,
i.e. towards H1 . The definition of rmin,l by the aid of the set CΞ r (H0 ) ⊕ B(o, r) is motivated by
the idea that CΞ r (H0 ) ⊕ B(o, r) geometrically models the subset of Ξ that can be filled via mercury
intrusion (Münch and Holzer, 2008; Stenzel et al., 2016). Mercury intrusion porosimetry is a well-known
method in materials science capturing the size of bottlenecks in porous materials (Diamond, 2000).
Here a decrease of the radius of intruding spheres corresponds to an increase of the pressure used for
the mercury intrusion. Note that an intrusion of spheres through random closed sets has also been
considered in Ohser et al. (2012) in order to characterize random closed sets representing heterogeneous
microstructures. Instead of considering the volume fraction of CΞ r (H0 ) ⊕ B(o, r), the extension of the
set CΞ r ({o}) in a certain direction is considered in Ohser et al. (2012) to define a percolation probability
depending on the pore width.
In order to obtain a quantity invariant under rescaling of Ξ, the radius rmin,l must be related to the
overall thickness of Ξ. More precisely, writing Ψr (Ξ) = Ξ

r

⊕ B(o, r) for the opening of Ξ, let

rmax,l = sup{r ≥ 0 : E[νd (Ψr (Ξ) ∩ [0, l]d )] ≥ 21 E[νd (Ξ ∩ [0, l]d )]}
denote the largest radius r such that in expectation at least half of Ξ can be covered by balls of radius
r entirely contained within Ξ.
A priori, it is not clear why rmin,l and rmax,l should be defined such that the volume fraction of the
corresponding sets CΞ r (H0 )⊕B(o, r) and Ψr (Ξ), respectively, is exactly half of the volume fraction of Ξ.
For rmin,l , it is observed in practice that there is a critical range of radii, such that almost the complete
random closed set can be filled for radii below the radii in the critical range and only a small amount
of the random closed set can be filled for radii being larger than the ones in the critical range (Stenzel
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et al., 2016). Thus, it is expected – at least for a large class of random closed sets – that the definition
of rmin,l is not highly sensitive to the exact amount of volume that has to be filled by the intrusion of
spheres. Nevertheless, the numerical values of rmin,l change if the definition is modified in a sense that
rmin,l is the largest radius r such that, e.g., a quarter or three quarters of the random closed set can
be filled by an intrusion of spheres with radius r. An appropriate definition of rmin,l and rmax,l in the
context of predicting effective conductivity has been discussed in Stenzel et al. (2016), where it is finally
suggested that considering half of the volume fraction as the critical quantity for the definition of rmin,l
and rmax,l leads to a good description of bottleneck effects.
Definition 3. Let Ξ be an Rd−1 -stationary random closed set. The constrictivity βl of Ξ is then defined
by βl = (rmin,l /rmax,l )d−1 .
Since the constrictivity βl of Ξ is identical to the constrictivity β = β1 of the scaled set l−1 Ξ, we
only consider the case l = 1 from now on and write rmin = rmin,1 as well as rmax = rmax,1 for brevity.
Conceptually, β is a measure for the strength of bottleneck effects. Typically, there are many narrow
constrictions in Ξ if β is close to 0, whereas if β = 1, then there are no constrictions at all. If Ξ̊ is
almost surely connected, then rmin ≤ rmax and 0 < β ≤ 1. Otherwise, it can happen rmin = 0, as can be
seen in the case where Ξ is almost surely a union of disjoint sets of diameter smaller than 1. Finally, we
calculate the value of constrictivity for the same random closed set for which mean geodesic tortuosity
is determined in Section 2.2.1. For a sketch with respect to Example 4, see Figure 2.
Example 4. Consider the random closed set Ξ of Example 2. Note that there is no path from o to
x = (x1 , x2 ) with x2 > 1/2 going through Ξ

r

for each r > 1/12. Otherwise, if r ≤ 1/12, the set Ξ

connected such that there is a path from x to y for all x, y ∈ Ξ

r

r

is

. Since

(([1/12, 1/4] ⊕ {U1 − 1/3, U1 , U1 + 1/3, U1 + 2/3, U1 + 1}) ∩ [0, 1]) × [0, 1] ⊂ Ψ1/12 (Ξ) ∩ [0, 1]2 ,
we have
E[ν2 (Ψ1/12 (Ξ) ∩ [0, 1]2 )] ≥ 3 · (1/4 − 1/12) ≥ 3/8 = ν2 (Ξ ∩ [0, 1]2 )/2
and thus rmin = 1/12. To compute rmax , note that the radius of the largest sphere, which is completely
√
contained in Ξ, equals re = 2/12. Thus, E[ν2 (Ψr (Ξ) ∩ [0, 1]2 )] = 0 for each r > re. Furthermore,
E[ν2 (Ψre(Ξ) ∩ [0, 1]2 )] − E[ν2 (Ξ ∩ [0, 1]2 )/2] = (π − 3)/8 > 0,
√
which shows that rmax = re. Consequently, β = 1/ 2.
2.3. Construction of consistent estimators. In the following, let Ξ be an Rd−1 -stationary and ergodic random closed set. That is, Ξ is stationary and ergodic with respect to the group of translations
T = {Tx }x∈H0 , where Tx : Ω −→ Ω is a P-invariant mapping such that Ξ(Tx ω) = Ξ(ω) − x. Now, we
construct estimators for mean geodesic tortuosity and constrictivity of a random closed set observed in
a bounded sampling window WN = [−N/2, N/2]d−1 × [0, 1] for some integer N > 0.
2.3.1. Mean geodesic tortuosity. To estimate the mean geodesic tortuosity τ , we consider paths starting
in the window H0,N = H0 ∩ WN . Then, we define the estimator τbN for mean geodesic tortuosity as
Z
1
τbN =
γΞ (x, H1 ) Hd−1 (dx).
Hd−1 (CΞ (H1 ) ∩ H0,N ) CΞ (H1 )∩H0,N
We prove strong consistency of τbN as N → ∞ for Rd−1 -stationary and ergodic random closed sets
under some moment condition of the shortest path-lengths.
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Theorem 5. Let E[γΞ (o, H1 )1o∈CΞ (H1 ) ] < ∞. Then, τbN defines a strongly consistent estimator of τ .
That is, τbN converges almost surely to τ as N → ∞.
Using the estimator τbN requires information about the length of all shortest paths from H0,N to H1
through Ξ. In practice, Ξ is observed in a bounded sampling window, which does not necessarily contain
all shortest paths that are required to compute τbN . Thus we consider a further estimator for τ . For
estimating mean geodesic tortuosity based on a bounded sampling window, we observe paths from H0,N
to H1 going through the dilated window
WNα = WN ⊕ ([−N α , N α ]d−1 × [−N α , 0])
for some α > 0. Considering all paths going through a dilated sampling window reduces the edge effects.
Indeed, we also take paths from H0,N to H1 into account leaving WN , which tend to be longer than
paths completely contained in WN .
Hence, we consider the estimator
α
τbN
=

1
α
Hd−1 (CΞ∩WN (H1 ) ∩ H0,N )

Z
CΞ∩W α (H1 )∩H0,N

γΞ∩WNα (x, H1 ) Hd−1 (dx).

(2)

N

α
takes those shortest paths into account, which are
In contrast to τbN , estimation of τ by means of τbN

completely contained in the extended sampling window WNα . Under some further assumptions regarding
α
. To this end, we define
the shortest paths in Ξ we obtain a result on consistency of the estimator τbN
α
RN
= {γΞ (x, H1 ) = γΞ∩WNα (x, H1 ) for all x ∈ H0,N ∩ Qd }

(3)

as the event that all shortest paths going from H0,N to H1 are completely contained in WNα , where Q
denotes the set of rational numbers.
Corollary 6. Let E[γΞ (o, H1 )1o∈CΞ (H1 ) ] < ∞. Then, the following statements are true:
α
occurs for
(i) If there exists an almost surely finite random variable N0 ≥ 1 such that the event RN
α
is strongly consistent as N → ∞.
all N ≥ N0 , then the estimator τbN
α
α
is weakly consistent as N → ∞.
) = 1, then the estimator τbN
(ii) If limN →∞ P(RN

2.3.2. Constrictivity. In order to estimate the constrictivity β, we introduce estimators for rmax and rmin .
In particular, for rmax , we define the estimator

rbmax,N = sup {r ≥ 0 : 2νd (Ψr (Ξ) ∩ WN ) ≥ νd (Ξ ∩ WN )} .
Theorem 7. If there exists at most one r0 > 0 with
2 E[νd (Ψr0 (Ξ) ∩ W1 )] = E[νd (Ξ ∩ W1 )],

(4)

then the estimator rbmax,N is strongly consistent as N → ∞.
To estimate rmin , we put ZΞ,r = CΞ r (H0 ) ⊕ B(o, r) and define the estimator
rbmin,N = sup{r ≥ 0 : 2νd (ZΞ,r ∩ WN ) ≥ νd (Ξ ∩ WN )},
Theorem 8. If there exists at most one r0 > 0 with
2 E[νd (ZΞ,r0 ∩ W1 )] = E[νd (Ξ ∩ W1 )],
then the estimator rbmin,N is strongly consistent as N → ∞.

(5)
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In practice, it might be difficult to verify Conditions (4) and (5) for a given random closed set. Thus,
we present a further more accessible sufficient condition.
Corollary 9. Assume that
P(o ∈ Ξ

r1

\ Ψr2 (Ξ)) > 0

(6)

(i) for all 0 < r1 < rmax < r2 . Then, Condition (4) is satisfied.
(ii) for all 0 < r1 < rmin < r2 . Then, Condition (5) is satisfied.
For the usage of rbmin,N the complete information about ZΞ,r is required for each r > 0. In applications,
Ξ is observed in a bounded sampling window. Then ZΞ,r has to be determined based on the observation
of Ξ. This is taken into account by the estimator
α
rbmin,N
= sup{r ≥ 0 : 2νd (ZΞ∩WNα ,r ∩ WN ) ≥ νd (Ξ ∩ WN )},

(7)

where ZΞ∩WNα ,r is used instead of ZΞ,r to estimate rbmin,N , since ZΞ∩WNα ,r can be determined based on
an observation of Ξ in WNα . Under further assumptions on the connected components of Ξ
a consistency result of the estimator

α
rbmin,N
.

r

we obtain

Therefore, for each r > 0, we define the event

α
eN,r
R
= {CΞ r (H0,N ) = CΞ

that each x ∈ Ξ

r

r ∩W α
N

(H0,N )}

can either be connected to H0,N by a path within Ξ

(8)
r

∩ WNα or is contained in a

connected component, which does not intersect H0,N .
Corollary 10. Let Condition (5) be fulfilled.
eα occurs
(i) If there exists an almost surely finite random variable N0 ≥ 1 such that the event R
N,r
α
for all N ≥ N0 , then the estimator rbmin,N
is strongly consistent as N → ∞.
eα ) = 1, then the estimator rbα
(ii) If limN →∞ P(R
N
min,N is weakly consistent as N → ∞.

3. Proofs
Before we give detailed proofs of the main results, we describe the basic ideas in a loose and nontechnical way. To prove Theorem 5, we rely on the individual ergodic theorem (Chiu et al., 2013, Theorem
6.2). It is applied to the shortest-path length when averaged over the (d − 1)-dimensional facet H0,N .
Combining this idea with the assumed uniqueness of r also is the basic idea in the proof of Theorem 7.
Finally, for the proof of Corollary 9, we consider the complement set ZΞ,r1 \ ZΞ,r2 . In particular, under
the assumptions of Corollary 9, there cannot be two different values r1 6= r2 such that ZΞ,r1 and ZΞ,r2
have the same volume fraction.
Proof of Theorem 5. First, we rewrite τbN as
Z
1
τbN =
γΞ (x, H1 ) Hd−1 (dx)
Hd−1 (CΞ (H1 ) ∩ H0,N ) CΞ (H1 )∩H0,N
Z
Hd−1 (H0,N )
1
=
1o∈CΞ−x (H1 ) γΞ−x (o, H1 ) Hd−1 (dx).
Hd−1 (CΞ (H1 ) ∩ H0,N ) Hd−1 (H0,N ) H0,N
Now, the individual ergodic theorem (Chiu et al., 2013, Theorem 6.2) implies that the last expression
converges almost surely to
1
E[γΞ (o, H1 )1o∈CΞ (H1 ) ] = τ.
P(o ∈ CΞ (H1 ))
This shows strong consistency of τbN .
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Next, we prove Corollary 6.
α
α
Proof of Corollary 6. Since, τbN equals τbN
given the event RN
we obtain that
α
α
α
α |b
|b
τN
− τ | ≤ |b
τN
− τbN | + |b
τ N − τ | ≤ 1R N
τN
− τbN | + |b
τN − τ |.

Moreover, by Theorem 5 the second summand tends to 0 almost surely as N → ∞. Since in the cases
(i) and (ii) the first summand tends to 0 almost surely and in probability, respectively, we conclude the
proof.



Proof of Theorem 7. We define a family of stochastic processes {UN (r) : N ≥ 1} with index set [0, ∞)
by
2νd (Ψr (Ξ) ∩ WN ) νd (Ξ ∩ WN )
−
.
N d−1
N d−1
for all r ≥ 0, N ≥ 1. It is sufficient to show that lim inf N →∞ UN (r) > 0 for each r < rmax and
UN (r) =

lim supN →∞ UN (r) < 0 for each r > rmax . First, let r < rmax . Due to ergodicity as N → ∞, the random
variables UN (r) converge almost surely to 2 E[νd (Ψr (Ξ) ∩ W1 )]−E[νd (Ξ ∩ W1 )], which is strictly positive
by assumption (4). The case r > rmax follows verbatim.



Proof of Theorem 8. Note that ZΞ,r is Rd−1 -stationary and ergodic as ZΞ+x,r = ZΞ,r +x for each x ∈ H0 .
Due to the ergodicity, the proof is analogous to the proof of Theorem 7.



Proof of Corollary 9. Part (i) follows directly from Condition (4). It remains to prove assertion (ii). Let
0 < r1 < rmin < r2 be arbitrary. Then,
(i0 ) o ∈ Ξ

r1

implies that B(o, r1 ) ⊂ ZΞ,r1 ,

0

(ii ) o 6∈ Ψr2 (Ξ) implies that B(o, δ) ∩ ZΞ,r2 = ∅ for some δ > 0.
Combining properties (i0 ) and (ii0 ) with Condition (6) gives P(A) > 0, where
A = {νd ((ZΞ,r1 \ ZΞ,r2 ) ∩ W1 ) > 0}.
Using ZΞ,r2 ⊂ ZΞ,r1 , we obtain that
E[νd (ZΞ,r2 ∩ W1 )] = P(A) E[νd (ZΞ,r2 ∩ W1 ) | A] +(1 − P(A)) E[νd (ZΞ,r2 ∩ W1 ) | Ac ],
|
{z
}
|
{z
}
<E[νd (ZΞ,r1 ∩W1 )|A]

≤E[νd (ZΞ,r1 ∩W1 )|Ac ]

which is strictly smaller than Eνd (ZΞ,r1 ∩ W1 ) and therefore leads to the claim.



Proof of Corollary 10. Since the random variable N0 is almost surely finite, the random set ZΞ∩WNα ,r
coincides with ZΞ,r for all N ≥ N0 . Thus, we obtain assertion (i) by Theorem 8. The assertion (ii) can
be shown analogously.


4. Analysis of edge effects

The question arises to which extent plus sampling is required to estimate τ and rmin sufficiently
precisely by the estimators given in (2) and (7). In this section it is shown that the amount of required
plus sampling is asymptotically negligible in comparison to the size of the sampling window for a certain
type of a two-phase random-set model that has been considered previously in an application to materials
science (Neumann et al., 2016). Loosely speaking, this model results from a Voronoi mollification of
a union of parametric proximity graphs, to be more precise, of beta-skeletons (Kirkpatrick and Radke,
1985). Here we consider the special case, where the parameters of the beta-skeletons are chosen such
that each of them coincides with the relative neighborhood graph.
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First, in Section 4.1, we provide a precise definition of this model. Then, in Section 4.2, we show
that starting from a sampling window of side length N ≥ 1 the paths that are relevant for estimation
of tortuosity are contained in an N α -environment with high probability, where α > 0 is an arbitrary
positive number. The results obtained in Section 4.2 are valid for an arbitrary dimension d ≥ 2. Finally,
in Section 4.3, we show that the issue of edge effects for constrictivity estimation can be translated into
questions of an appropriately constructed continuum percolation model. We analyze this model first
rigorously for very large and very small erosion radii, and then via simulation for intermediate values in
Section 5 to conclude that also for constrictivity estimation only an asymptotically negligible amount of
plus sampling is required. Moreover, to ensure that constrictivity can be estimated strongly consistently
in the multi-phase relative neighborhood graph (RNG) model, a verification of Conditions (4) and (6)
is necessary. As the corresponding proof is based on a rather technical construction, it is postponed to
Appendix B. Note that the results regarding the estimation of constrictivity are only valid for dimension
d = 3.

4.1. Definition of a multi-phase RNG model. In this section, we provide a mathematically precise
definition of the multi-phase model under consideration as well as consistency results regarding the
estimation of geodesic tortuosity and constrictivity.
In materials science, microstructures, in which transport processes take place, exhibit a high degree
of connectivity. Such highly connected structures can be represented by models based on connected
random geometric graphs, such as the relative neighborhood graph (RNG) (Jaromczyk and Toussaint,
1992; Neumann et al., 2016). Note that results regarding the lengths of shortest paths in the RNG itself
have been discussed in Aldous and Shun (2010).
Loosely speaking, the phases are based on skeletons given by independent Poisson RNG, i.e., by
RNG with vertices given by Poisson point processes. Then, we use a Voronoi mollification to associate
the skeleton with a full-dimensional random closed set. In the following, we provide a more detailed
description of both construction steps. First, we motivate the use of the RNG.
The relative neighborhood graph Rng(ϕ) is a graph on the locally finite vertex set ϕ ⊂ Rd where two
nodes x, y ∈ ϕ are connected by an edge if and only if there does not exist z ∈ ϕ \ {x, y} such that
max{|x − z|, |y − z|} ≤ |x − y|. In order to model a k-phase material, k ≥ 2, we first build k ≥ 1
RNGs based on independent homogeneous Poisson point processes X (1) , . . . , X (k) with some intensities
λ1 , . . . , λk > 0.
In a second step, we use a Voronoi mollification to construct for each of the k graphs a full-dimensional
random closed set representing the corresponding phase. More precisely, if Φ = {ϕi }1≤i≤k is a collection
of locally finite subsets of Rd , we define the Voronoi mollification of Rng(ϕi ) with respect to Φ by
Vor(ϕi , Φ) = {x ∈ Rd : dist(x, Rng(ϕi )) ≤ inf dist(x, Rng(ϕj ))},
1≤j≤k

where we use the notation dist(z, S) = inf x∈S |x − z| for each S ⊂ Rd . That is, Vor(ϕi , Φ) is the set of all
points x ∈ Rd that are closer to the graph Rng(ϕi ) than to any other of the graphs Rng(ϕ1 ), . . . , Rng(ϕk ),
see Figure 3. Furthermore, put Ξi = Vor(X (i) , {X (j) }1≤j≤k ) for each i ∈ {1, . . . , k}.
Theorem 11. Let α ∈ (0, 1) be arbitrary and Ξ1 be the Voronoi mollification of a Poisson-RNG.
α
(i) There exists an almost surely finite random variable N0 ≥ 1 such that the event RN
, defined in

Equation (3), occurs for all N ≥ N0 . Moreover, the moment condition E[γΞ1 (o, H1 )1o∈CΞ1 (H1 ) ] <
∞ is fulfilled.
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(ii) There exist 0 < r− < rmin < r+ such that for every r ∈
/ (r− , r+ ) there is an almost surely
α
e , defined in Equation (8), occurs for all
finite random variable N0 ≥ 1 such that the event R
N,r
N ≥ N0 . Moreover, P(o ∈ Ξ1 r1 \ Ψr2 (Ξ1 )) > 0 holds for all 0 < r1 < r2 .
We conjecture that the second part remains true for every 0 < r− < rmin < r+ .
Corollary 12. Let α ∈ (0, 1) be arbitrary and Ξ1 be the Voronoi mollification of a Poisson-RNG. Then,
α
(i) the estimator τbN
is strongly consistent as N → ∞.

(ii) there exist 0 < r− < rmin < r+ and an almost surely finite random variable N0 such that the
α
event r− ≤ rbmin,N
≤ r+ occurs for all N ≥ N0 .

If part (ii) of Theorem 11 was true for every 0 < r− < rmin < r+ , then we could strengthen part (ii)
α
of Corollary 12 to get strong consistency of rbmin,N
.

Proof of Corollary 12. First, we argue that the estimators τbN and rbmin,N are consistent. Note that Ξ1 is
clearly Rd−1 -stationary. Moreover, due to the local nature of the RNG and mollification construction,
one can also verify that it is ergodic (Daley and Vere-Jones, 2008). Hence, to apply Theorem 5, we
only need to verify integrability of shortest-path lengths, which follows from part (i) in Theorem 11.
α
As explained in Corollary 6, we now conclude strong consistency of the edge-corrected estimator τbN
.

Similarly, to apply Theorems 7 and 8, we use Corollary 10 and verify Condition (6) in Appendix B.
α
Alas, the conclusion of Theorem 11, part (ii), is not strong enough to yield strong consistency of rbmin,N
.

Nevertheless, inspecting the proof of Corollary 10 reveals that the weaker condition is sufficient to deduce
the weaker conclusion.


Figure 3. Illustration of an RNG-based two-phase material model.
4.2. Ideas of the proof for part (i) of Theorem 11. In this section, we provide a non-technical
overview of the main ideas entering the proof of part (i) of Theorem 11. First, since the Poisson point
process typically does not create large void spaces, any point in the mollification connects to an edge of
the skeleton by following a short line segment. Hence, it remains to bound the path lengths in the skeleton
itself. To this end, we leverage that the absence of short connection paths in the relative neighborhood
graph would imply pathological configurations of the underlying process of vertices (Aldous, 2009).
Hence, we conclude the proof by observing that such configurations are highly unlikely under the Poisson
assumption (Daley and Last, 2005). See Appendix C for details.
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4.3. Ideas of the proof for part (ii) of Theorem 11. In comparison to the tortuosity part, the
analysis of constrictivity is far more involved. In order to understand the challenges when dealing with
edge effects in the estimation of constrictivity, we first present a detailed overview of the main ideas of
the proof for part (ii) of Theorem 11. The main tool is a deep connection of constrictivity to a specific
model of continuum percolation that we explain in the following.
Throughout this section, we assume that d = 3. Recall that in Section 4.2, we have investigated
shortest paths in the Poisson relative neighborhood graph. We have seen that only an asymptotically
negligible amount of plus sampling is required to compute the estimators introduced in Section 2.3. For
the proof of part (ii) of Theorem 11, which is given at the end of this section, the approach of Section 4.2
has to be refined since the information coming from the relative neighborhood graph does not capture
the bottleneck effects that are reflected in the notion of constrictivity. Although the edges of the relative
neighborhood graph still play an important role, now we additionally need to take into account that due
to closeness to a different phase some of these edges may no longer be available. This leads to a spatially
correlated continuum percolation model that is investigated in the present section. In analogy to the
relation between geodesic tortuosity and the relative neighborhood graph, a deeper understanding of the
geometry of paths in this continuum percolation model is critical to control the amount of plus sampling
required to compute the estimator for rmin given in (7).
Next, we provide a rigorous definition of the spatially correlated percolation model described above.
To simplify the presentation, we assume that k = 2 and let X (1) , X (2) denote independent homogeneous
Poisson point processes with some intensities λ1 , λ2 > 0, where Ξi = Vor(X (i) , {X (1) , X (2) }). For a
constrictivity parameter r ≥ 0, we say that two points x, y ∈ X (i) are r-connected if they are in the
same connected component of Ξi r . Moreover, we say that the set Ξi is r-percolating if Ξi

r

contains an

unbounded connected component. Finally, we introduce the critical radius of percolation rc = sup{r ≥
0 : P(Ξ1 is r-percolating) > 0} as the supremum over all radii r such that Ξ1 is r-percolating with
positive probability. Although connectivity of the Poisson relative neighborhood graph implies that
rc ≥ 0, it is not clear whether rc is non-trivial in the sense that 0 < rc < ∞. In fact, the non-triviality
of rc will be a corollary of the results established in this section.
However, for the problem of constrictivity estimation the non-triviality of rc by itself would be of
limited use. For instance, in the sub-critical regime, i.e., if r > rc , it is only known that there are
no unbounded connected components. However, a priori, this does not exclude having two points that
are spatially close, but are connected only by a very long path. It could also happen that two points
are in different connected components, but each of these components is very large. For the problem of
minimizing the amount of plus sampling required for constrictivity estimation, such configurations are
highly undesirable, since they lead to simulations to be carried out in large windows.
Therefore, in the present section, we provide quantitative results on the global geometry of paths
thereby going beyond the mere existence of non-trivial sub- and super-critical regimes. More precisely,
we first establish existence of a sub-critical regime with the additional property that observing long paths
becomes exponentially unlikely. Second, we show that there exists a supercritical regime with a unique
unbounded connected component. Inside this connected component, points can be connected by paths
growing at most linearly in the Euclidean distance of the points whp.
4.3.1. Subcritical regime. To begin with, we analyze the subcritical regime, i.e. the scenario when the
constrictivity parameter r is sufficiently large, and show that all connected components of Ξ

r

= Ξ1 r

intersecting a given large sampling window are much smaller than the size of the sampling window with
high probability. That is, formally speaking, we prove that there exists r+ > 0 such that for each r > r+
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eα , defined in Equation (8),
there is an almost surely finite random variable N0 such that the event R
N,r
occurs for all N ≥ N0 . In the following, let Qr (z) = [−r/2, r/2]3 + z for each r > 0, z ∈ Z3 . Below, we
will use the abbreviation Qr = Qr (o) for cubes centered at the origin.
Theorem 13. If r > 0 is sufficiently large, then for every α > 0 whp each connected component of Ξ

r

intersecting WN has diameter at most N α .
Proof. The assertion is shown by comparing continuum percolation of Ξ

r

to an appropriately con-

3

structed discrete-site percolation process. More precisely, for a site z ∈ Z we say that z is X (2) -closed
if and only if X (2) ∩ Qr/3 (rz/3) 6= ∅. We also say that the associated cube Qr/3 (rz/3) is X (2) -closed.
If a cube is not X (2) -closed it is said to be X (2) -open. An elementary geometric argument shows that
Ξ

r

does not intersect any X (2) -closed cubes. In particular, the connected component of Ξ

given point in Ξ

r

r

at any

∩ WN is contained in the connected component of X (2) -open cubes containing that

point. Moreover, since X (2) is a Poisson point process, different sites are X (2) -closed independently of
each other and the probability for a given site to be X (2) -closed is arbitrarily close to 1 provided that
r is sufficiently large. Hence, we may apply the exponential decay of cluster sizes in Bernoulli percolation (Grimmett, 1999, Theorem 6.75). In particular, the probability that there exists an X (2) -open
cube Qr/3 (rz/3) intersecting WN whose connected component is of diameter at least N α tends to 0
exponentially fast as N → ∞.



4.3.2. Supercritical regime. Next, we investigate the supercritical regime, i.e., the scenario when the
constrictivity parameter r is close to 0. More precisely, we prove that there exists r− > 0 such that
eα , defined
for each r < r− there is an almost surely finite random variable N0 such that the event R
N,r
in Equation (8), occurs for all N ≥ N0 . Our main result shows that Ξ

r

splits up into two domains

exhibiting fundamentally different properties. On the one hand, there exists a unique unbounded connected component C∞ ⊂ Ξ

r

. This connected component features good connectivity properties. Indeed,

any two points in this component can be connected by a path whose diameter grows at most linearly
in the Euclidean distance. On the other hand, the diameters of finite connected components exhibit
exponentially decaying tail probabilities.
Theorem 14. If r > 0 is sufficiently small, then with probability 1, there exists a unique unbounded
connected component C∞ in Ξ

r

. Moreover, for every α > 0 it holds whp that if x ∈ WN is such that

(i) x 6∈ C∞ , then the connected component of Ξ
(ii) x ∈ C∞ , then x can be connected in Ξ

r

r

containing x has diameter at most N α .

to H1 by a path of diameter at most N α .

Once Theorem 14 is established, we can complete the proof of part (ii) of Theorem 11 as follows.
Proof of part (ii) of Theorem 11. Theorem 13 ensures the existence of r+ , while Theorem 14 ensures the
existence of r− with the required properties. The proof of P(o ∈ Ξ1 r1 \ Ψr2 (Ξ1 )) > 0 for all 0 < r1 < r2 ,
is postponed to Appendix B.



Before going into the technical details, we provide a non-technical overview of the main ideas appearing
in the proof of Theorem 14. Essentially, it is based on a coarse-graining argument comparing percolation
properties of Ξ r to those in a suitably discretized model. This coarse-graining is set up such that within
each good discretization unit, which will be formally defined below, the eroded set is well-connected and
also exhibits connections to neighboring units. Once we show that sufficiently many discretization units
are good, we can invoke classical arguments from lattice percolation in order to construct paths obeying
the asserted diameter bounds. More precisely, for L ≥ 1 and r > 0 we say that a site z ∈ Z3 is (L, r)-good
if the intersection Ξ

r

∩ QL (Lz)
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(C) is contained in a connected component of Ξ

r
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∩ Q3L (Lz) (connectivity condition), and

(O) features non-empty intersections with each of the boundary faces of the cube QL (Lz) (omnidirectionality condition).
A site z ∈ Z3 , which is not (L, r)-good, is called (L, r)-bad. For z ∈ Z3 we let C(z) denote the ∗-connected
component of (L, r)-bad sites which contains z. Following Antal and Pisztora (1996), a ∗-connected
component is a connected component of a graph whose vertex set is a subset of Z3 and whose edges
consists of pairs of vertices z, z 0 ∈ Z3 satisfying |z − z 0 |∞ ≤ 1. Here | · |∞ denotes the maximum norm in
the Euclidean space. Our proof of Theorem 14 is based on the following exponential moment bound for
C(z), whose proof is deferred to later parts of this section.
Proposition 15. There exist L ≥ 1 and r > 0 such that E exp(64#C(o)) < ∞.
To simplify terminology, we call a site bad if it is (L, r)-bad with the parameters L, r appearing in
Proposition 15. As an important corollary, we note that Proposition 15 brings us into a position where
we can apply the classical Peierls argument (Grimmett, 1999), in the sense that there exists only a finite
number of bad ∗-connected components separating the origin from infinity. That is, there exists only a
finite number of ∗-connected bad sets A ⊂ Z3 such that o is not contained in the unbounded connected
component of Z3 \A. More precisely, writing Ek for the event that the origin is separated from infinity by
a ∗-connected bad set of diameter at least k, we will show that the probability of Ek decays exponentially
in k.
Corollary 16. There exist L ≥ 1 and r > 0 such that
lim sup k −1 log P(Ek ) < 0.
k→∞

Proof. First, if z is an arbitrary site in A, then A can separate the origin from infinity only if #A ≥ |z|∞ .
Therefore, using that for m ≥ 1 the number of ∗-connected sets having m elements and containing the
origin is at most 227m (Penrose, 2003, Lemma 9.3), the expected number of bad sets of diameter at least
k separating the origin from infinity is bounded from above by
X
X
X
X
P(C(z) = A) ≤
227m P(#C(o) ≥ m)
z∈Z3 A3z is ∗-connected
#A≥max{k,|z|∞ }

z∈Z3 m≥max{k,|z|∞ }

≤

X

X

exp(m(27 log 2 − 64))E exp(64#C(o)).

z∈Z3 m≥max{k,|z|∞ }

Hence, Proposition 15 implies that
lim sup k −1 log P(Ek ) ≤ 12 (27 log 2 − 64),
k→∞

as required.



Next, we deduce Theorem 14 from Proposition 15 and Corollary 16.
Proof of Theorem 14. First, combining Corollary 16 with the Borel-Cantelli lemma, we conclude that
almost surely there are only finitely many bad ∗-connected components separating the origin from infinity.
In particular, the external outer boundary of the last such component is part of an infinite ∗-connected
component. Moreover, the probability that there exists a separating ∗-connected component at distance
at least k from the origin decays exponentially in k. In particular, this establishes the existence of an
unbounded connected component and the claim on the diameter of the bounded connected components.
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To establish uniqueness of the unbounded connected component, we first note that, if γ is a nearestneighbor path in Z3 , then Proposition 15 implies that the probability for the external outer boundary
of the union of bad ∗-connected components intersecting γ to be of diameter larger than k decays to
0 exponentially fast in k. In particular, this verifies both assertion (ii) and that Ξ

r

has a unique

unbounded connected component.



The remainder of this section is devoted to the proof of Proposition 15. To establish the desired bound
on the exponential moment, we combine the stabilization techniques from Penrose and Yukich (2001)
with the lattice construction used in Antal and Pisztora (1996). We also refer the reader to Aldous
(2009), where a similar strategy has been applied successfully to a planar relative neighborhood graph.
Despite the conceptual similarities, for the convenience of the reader we present a detailed proof. As a
first step, we remove the long-range dependencies inherent to the definition of bad sites by introducing
a robust variant of the notion of a bad site. This variant has the advantage of exhibiting a finite range
of dependence.
First, loosely speaking, every point in Ξ
to an edge of the graph Rng(X

(1)

r

∩ QL (Lz) should be connected by a path in Ξ

r

∩ Q2L (Lz)

) ∩ Q2L (Lz). Second, the relative neighborhood graph Rng(X (1) ) ∩

Q2L (Lz) should intersect every face of the cube QL (Lz) and be contained in a connected component of
Ξ

r

∩ Q3L (Lz). Third, the configuration Ξ

r

∩ Q3L (Lz) should be stable in the sense that it does not

change if the Poisson point processes are altered away from the larger cube Q7L (Lz). This is achieved
by making sure that close to any point of Q7L (Lz) there exist Poisson points from both X (1) and X (2) .
More precisely, we say that a site z ∈ Z3 is robustly (L, r)-good if
(C’) Rng(X (1) ) ∩ Q2L (Lz) and Ξ
Ξ

r

r

∩ QL (Lz) are contained in a common connected component of

∩ Q3L (Lz) (connectivity condition),

(O’) Rng(X (1) ) ∩ Q2L (Lz) intersects every face of the cube QL (Lz) (omnidirectionality condition),
and
(S’) X (i) ∩ QL/4 (Lz 0 /4) 6= ∅ for every i ∈ {1, 2} and z 0 ∈ Z3 ∩ Q28 (z) (stability condition).
Since every robustly (L, r)-good site is also (L, r)-good, it remains to establish the exponential moment
bound in Proposition 15 for the ∗-connected component of not robustly (L, r)-good sites. Harnessing the
dependent-percolation techniques from Liggett et al. (1997), the latter assertion hinges on the property
that robustly (L, r)-good sites (i) become likely for large L and small r, and (ii) exhibit a finite range of
dependence.
Lemma 17. Let L ≥ 1, r > 0 and assume that the stability condition (S’) is satisfied at the origin.
Then, the random set Ξ

r

∩ Q3L is not changed by modifications of the point process X (1) ∪ X (2) outside

Q7L .
Lemma 18. It holds that limL→∞ limr→0 P(o is (L, r)-good) = 1.
The technical proofs of Lemmas 17 and 18 are postponed to Appendix D. Now, we show how they
imply the assertion of Proposition 15.
Proof of Proposition 15. By Lemma 17 the process of robustly (L, r)-good sites is a stationary 7-dependent
site percolation process. Hence, Lemma 18 and Theorem 0.0 of Liggett et al. (1997) imply that it stochastically dominates a supercritical Bernoulli site percolation process provided that L and r are chosen
sufficiently large and small, respectively. As suitable choices of L and r allow to push the site activation
probability of this Bernoulli percolation process arbitrarily close to 1, the desired exponential moment
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bound becomes a consequence of a standard first-moment bound in percolation theory (Grimmett, 1999,
Theorem 1.10).



5. Numerical simulations
In applications, e.g. in computational materials science, the geometry of individual phases within
the microstructures of materials under consideration is investigated based on 3D image data. That is,
the information about the geometry is available on a discrete grid. Although the estimators introduced
in Section 2 require information in continuous space, they can be approximated from discrete data.
The numerical simulation study, performed in this section, shows that also for the approximation from
discrete data the values of the estimators remain unchanged when the sampling window is large enough.
The results are obtained based on realizations of the multi-phase RNG model, which are discretized
on Z3 . Note that the above mentioned stabilization of estimators with respect to increasing sampling
windows is also valid for the estimation of rmin , although the required conditions for strong consistency
in Corollary 10 are difficult to check and we verified them only partially for the multi-phase RNG model
in Section 4.
To begin with, the random closed set Ξ = Vor(X (1) , {X (1) , X (2) }) is simulated in the sampling window
[−750, 750]2 ×[−150, 550], where X (1) and X (2) are two independent homogeneous Poisson point processes
in R3 with intensities λ1 , λ2 > 0. In the following, we consider tortuosity and constrictivity of Ξ with
respect to transportation paths from H0 to lH1 with l = 400, cf. Section 2.2.1. We simulate one
realization for each vector λ = (λ1 , λ2 ) of intensities contained in {3·10−5 , 5·10−5 }2 . In the first step, the
Poisson point processes are simulated as described in Møller and Waagepetersen (2004). In order to avoid
edge effects the point processes are simulated in the enlarged sampling window [−800×800]2 ×[−200, 600].
In the second step, the relative neighborhood graphs are computed. In the third step, for each z ∈ Z3 we
check if z ∈ Ξ. For that, the edges of Rng(X (1) ) and Rng(X (2) ) are discretized and the distance of each
point z ∈ Z3 to both graphs is computed by the algorithm described in Felzenszwalb and Huttenlocher
(2012).
Based on the realizations of the multi-phase RNG model, we compute discrete approximations of
α
α
α
the estimators τb10
, τb20
, . . . , τb600
for each α ∈ {1/4, 1/2, 3/4}. Before we give the definition of discrete
α
α
approximation of τbN
, denoted by discr(b
τN
), some additional notation is introduced. For each pair of

points x, y ∈ Z3 we say that x ∼ y if |x − y|∞ ≤ 1. Furthermore, we define the set
discr(CΞ∩Z3 (H1 )) = {x ∈Ξ ∩ Z3 ∩ H0 : for some
x = x1 , . . . , xn ∈ Ξ ∩ Z3 , with x1 ∼ · · · ∼ xn , xn ∈ H1 }.
This notation allows for the definition of
α
discr(b
τN
)=

1
#discr(CΞ∩Z3 (H1 ))

X
x∈discr(CΞ∩Z3 (H1 ))

min

min

n−1
X

y∈H1 n≥2, x=x1 ∼···∼xn =y
α i=1
x1 ,...,xn ∈Ξ∩Z3 ∩WN

|xi − xi+1 |.

(9)

According to Davis and Sethuraman (2017) we may expect that the discrete estimator leads to a good
α
approximation of τbN
.

In order to estimate constrictivity from discrete data, consider a discrete version discr(Ξ) = Ξ∩Z3 of Ξ.
Based on discr(Ξ), a discrete version discr(Ψr (Ξ)) of Ψr (Ξ) is computed, which allows for the estimation
of rmax . In order to estimate rmin the connected components of discr(Ψr (Ξ)) are computed with respect
to the 26-neighborhood by the aid of the Hoshen-Kopelman algorithm (Hoshen and Kopelman, 1976).
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Figure 4. Estimation of mean geodesic tortuosity and constrictivity. In the plots
α
α
α
regarding rbmin,N
, βbN
and τbN
, the straight line represents the estimator for α = 1/4, the
dashed line for α = 1/2 and the line with circles for α = 3/4.

The results of the simulation study are visualized in Figure 4. For the considered parameter constellations, the following can be observed. First, if the size of the sampling window is large enough, the
estimators for τ, rmax and rmin do not change significantly after a further enlargement of the sampling
window. Note that this holds also for rmin , for which the strong consistency of the estimator has not been
theoretically established in Section 4. Moreover, it can be said that the estimation of rmax becomes stable
for smaller sampling windows compared to τ and rmin . Second, the estimators of both, rmin and τ , which
are determined based on the enlarged sampling window WNα , do not vary for the considered choices of α
provided that N is large enough. This is in good accordance with the results from Corollary 12.

Appendix A.
A.1. Geodesic tortuosity. We now show the well-definedness of geodesic tortuosity τ with respect to
measurability as formalized in the following result.
Proposition 19. The functions F 7→ 1{o ∈ CF (H1 )} and F 7→ γF (o, H1 ) are (σF , B̄)-measurable. In
particular, the conditional expectation τ given in (1) is well defined.
Remark. In Section A.2, it is shown that if Ξ is a random closed set, then so is Rd \ CΞ (H0 ). Note that
this result can be analogously obtained for Rd \ CΞ (H1 ).
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That is, we show that γΞ (o, H1 ) is a random variable with values in R ∪ {∞} and that {o ∈ CΞ (H1 )} ∈
A for each random closed set Ξ. For this purpose, continuous paths from o to H1 through Ξ1 are
approximated by line segments, which is a common approach in the literature (Davis and Sethuraman,
2017). In the following, we denote the line segment between x and y by
[x, y] = {z = x + a(y − x) : a ∈ [0, 1]},
for all x, y in Rd .
Since our proof of measurability of geodesic tortuosity relies on an approximation by line segments,
we first show that the event that a line segment is contained in a random closed set is measurable.

Lemma 20. Let x, y ∈ Rd . Define the mapping ψx,y : F → R ∪ {−∞} by

|x − y| if [x, y] ⊂ F,
F 7→
−∞
otherwise.
Then, ψx,y is (σF , B̄)-measurable, where B̄ = {A ∪ A0 : A ∈ B(R), A0 ⊂ {−∞, ∞}} ∪ B(R).

Proof. Since ψx,y is a piecewise constant function, it suffices to show that {F ∈ F : [x, y] ⊂ F } ∈ σF .
Considering the rational approximation
[x, y]Q = {z = x + a(y − x) : a ∈ Q ∩ [0, 1]},
we have
{F ∈ F : [x, y] ⊂ F } =

\

{F ∈ F : {z} ∩ F 6= ∅} ∈ σF ,

z∈[x,y]Q

which completes the proof.



Proof of Proposition 19. Since {o ∈ CΞ (H1 )} = {γΞ (o, H1 ) > −∞} ∈ A, it suffices to prove measurability
of γF (o, H1 ). By the previous remark on rectifiability, the length of a path f ∈ PF (o, H1 ) can be
approximated by the sum of the length of line segments connecting points on the curve f ([0, 1]). Moreover,
since f ∈ PF (o, H1 ) contains only paths contained in the interior of F , the line segments can be assumed
to be contained in F . That is,
H1 (f ([0, 1])) = sup sup
k≥1


X


|f (ti−1 ) − f (ti )| : 0 = t0 < t1 < · · · < tk = 1,

i≤k

)
[f (ti−1 ), f (ti )] ⊂ F for each i ≤ k
= sup

sup

k≥1 0=t0 <t1 <···<tk =1

= sup

sup

X

ψf (ti−1 ),f (ti ) (F )

i≤k

X

k≥1 0=t0 <t1 <···<tk =1,
i≤k
t1 ,...,tk−1 ∈Q

ψf (ti−1 ),f (ti ) (F ).

Thus, defining P 0 (y) to be the family of all piecewise affine linear functions f : [0, 1] → F̊ that have
coefficients in Q and satisfy f (0) = o, f (1) = y, we can approximate paths by line segments to obtain
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that
γF (o, H1 ) = inf

inf

y∈H1 f ∈PF (o,{y})

=

inf

inf0

H1 (f ([0, 1])) =

sup

inf

inf

y∈H1 ∩Qd f ∈P 0 (y)
k−1
X

sup

y∈H1 ∩Qd f ∈P (y) k≥1 0=t0 <t1 <···<tk =1
i=0
t1 ,...,tk−1 ∈Q

H1 (f ([0, 1]))

ψf (ti ),f (ti+1 ) (F )

Hence, γF (o, H1 ) can be represented via nested infima and suprema of countably many functions that are
measurable by Lemma 20. Thus γF (o, H1 ) is measurable as an infimum of countably many measurable
functions. Since Ξ is (A, σF )-measurable, γΞ (o, H1 ) is (A, B̄)-measurable. Moreover this is which leads
to the claim.



A.2. Constrictivity. In the following it is shown that the constrictivity β = (rmax /rmin )d−1 is well
defined for random closed sets Ξ. The well-definedness of rmax can be deduced directly from basic
properties of random closed sets.
Lemma 21. Let F ∈ F, K ∈ K be arbitrary. Then, Ξc , Ξ ∩ F, Ξ ∪ F, Ξ ⊕ K and Ξ
sets.

K are random closed

Proof. The assertions follow from Theorem 2.25 in Chapter 1 of Molchanov (2005) since F ⊕ K and
F

K are closed for all F ∈ F, K ∈ K.



Showing that rmin is well defined involves further arguments and is summarized in the following result.
Proposition 22. The function F 7→ Rd \ CΞ r (H0 ) is (σF , σF )-measurable.
Since
Rd \ C F

r

(H0 ) = (F

r c

) ∪ (F

r

\ CF

r

(H0 )) = (F

r c

) ∪ {x ∈ F

r

: PF

r

(x, H0 ) = ∅},

by Lemma 21, it is sufficient to show that ZeF = {x ∈ F : PF (x, H0 ) = ∅} is measurable in F .
eF as sub-level set of a measurable lower semicontinuous function
The idea of the proof is to represent Z
and apply Proposition 3.6 in Chapter 5 of Molchanov (2005). For this purpose, we define the function
ζ : Rd × F −→ R by


γ (x, H ) if γ (x, H ) < ∞,
F
F
0
0
(x, F ) 7→
 −1
otherwise.

To simplify notation, we write ζ(x) = ζ(x, F ) and as in Proposition 19 it can be shown that ζ(x) is
measurable in F for each x ∈ Rd . Then, ZeF can be expressed in terms of ζ, in particular
ZeF = {x ∈ Rd : ζ(x) ≤ −1}.

(10)

The following two lemmas are used to show that ZeF is measurable.
Lemma 23. The function ζ is lower semicontinuous. That is,
lim inf ζ(y, F ) ≥ ζ(x, F ).
y→x

Lemma 24. The function ζ is (B(Rd ) ⊗ σF , B(R))-measurable.
Before proving the auxiliary results, we explain how to complete the proof of Proposition 22.
eF is the sub-level set of the function ζ, which is lower semiProof of Proposition 22. By identity (10), Z
continuous and measurable by Lemmas 23 and 24. Therefore, Proposition 3.6 in Chapter 5 of Molchanov
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(2005) implies that {(x, t) ∈ Rd × R : ζ(x, F ) ≤ t} and therefore {x ∈ Rd : ζ(x, F ) ≤ −1} are measurable
in F .



It remains to establish lower semicontinuity and measurability of ζ.
Proof of Lemma 23. It suffices to consider the case, where ζ(x, F ) > −1. Let now x ∈ F̊ with PF (x, H0 ) 6=
∅. Furthermore, let x1 , x2 , . . . be a sequence in Rd with limn→∞ xn = x. Since x ∈ F̊ there exists an
r0 > 0 such that there is an n0 with xn ∈ b(x, r0 ) for each n ≥ n0 and b(x, r0 ) ⊂ F̊ . Then it holds that
|ζ(xn , F ) − ζ(x, F )| ≤ |xn − x| for each n0 ≥ n. Thus ζ is continuous at x.



Proof of Lemma 24. The proof is strongly based on the method used for the proof of Theorems 2 and 3
in Gowrisankaran (1972). For each a ∈ R, define the strict sub-level set
Ja = {(x, F ) ∈ Rd × F : ζ(x, F ) < a}.
Then, Ja = ∅ ∈ B(Rd ) ⊗ σF if a ≤ −1. Furthermore, for every a ∈ (−1, 0] we have
Ja = {(x, F ) ∈ Rd × F : ζ(x, F ) = −1}
= {(x, F ) ∈ Rd × F : ζ(x, F ) > −1}c
c

[ \ [
(b(q, 1/k) × {F ∈ F : ζ(q, F ) > −1}) ∈ B(Rd ) ⊗ σF ,
=
n≥1 k>n q∈Qd

where the third equality follows from the openness of {x ∈ Rd : ζ(x, F ) > −1}. Finally, for every F ∈ F
the mapping ζ(·, F ) : Rd −→ R is continuous at each x ∈ Rd with ζ(x, F ) > 0. Let a > 0. Note that
[ [ \ [
Ja =
(b(q, 1/k) × {F ∈ F : ζ(q, F ) < a − 1/m}) ,
m≥1 n≥1 k≥n q∈Qd

which leads to Ja ∈ B(Rd ) ⊗ σF for each a > 0.



Appendix B.
We show that Condition (6) is fulfilled if Ξ is a Voronoi mollification in R3 .
Theorem 25. Let k ≥ 1 and X (1) , . . . , X (k) be independent homogeneous Poisson point processes in R3
with intensities λ1 , . . . , λk > 0. Let Ξ = Vor(X (1) , {X (1) , . . . , X (k) }) and 0 < r1 < r2 be arbitrary. Then,
P(o ∈ Ξ

r1

\ Ψr2 (Ξ)) > 0.

To prove Theorem 25, some lemmas concerning the RNG in R3 are proven. In the following, we
consider the finite point pattern
ϕ = {x1 , . . . , x8 } =




(−1)i a, (−1)j a, (−1)k a : i, j, k ∈ {0, 1} ⊂ R3 ,

where a = (r1 + r2 )/4. Additionally to ϕ, we consider a finite point pattern ϕ(ε) = {y1 , . . . , y8 } ⊂ R3 ,
where yi ∈ B(xi , ε) for each 1 ≤ i ≤ 8.
√
√
Lemma 26. Let 1 ≤ i < j ≤ 8 and let ε < a( 3 − 2)/2 . Then, yi and yj are connected by an edge
in Rng(ϕ(ε)) if and only if |xi − xj | = 2a.
√
√
Proof. Note that |xi − xj | ∈ {2a, 2 2a, 2 3a}. Let |xi − xj | = 2a. Then it is
√
√
√
√
max{|yi − z|, |yj − z|} ≥ 2 2a − 2ε > 2 2a − a( 2 − 1) = 2a + ( 2 − 1)a > 2a + 2ε > |yi − yj |,
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for each z ∈ ϕ(ε) \ {yi , yj }. Thus yi and yj are connected by an edge in Rng(ϕ(ε)).
√
Let |xi − xj | = 2 2a. Then, there exists z ∈ ϕ(ε) \ {yi , yj } such that
√
max{|yi − z|, |yj − z|} ≤ 2a + 2ε < 2 2a − 2ε = |yi − yj |.
Thus yi and yj are not connected by an edge in Rng(ϕ(ε)).
√
Let |xi − xj | = 3a. Then, there exists z ∈ ϕ(ε) \ {yi , yj } such that
√
√
√
√
√
max{|yi − z|, |yj − z|} ≤ 2 2a + 2ε < 2 3a − a( 3 − 2) = 2 3a − 2ε < |yi − yj |.
Thus yi and yj are not connected by an edge in Rng(ϕ(ε)).



√
Lemma 27. Let ε > 0 and {u1 , u2 , . . .} ⊂ R3 \ B(o, 3( 3a + ε)) be a locally finite point pattern such
that the line segment [u1 , u2 ] hits the convex hull conv(ϕ(ε)) of ϕ(ε). Then,
(i) u1 and u2 are not connected by an edge in Rng(ϕ(ε) ∪ {u1 , u2 , . . .}), and
(ii) if u1 is connected with yi by an edge in Rng(ϕ(ε) ∪ {u1 , u2 , . . .}) for some 1 ≤ i ≤ 8, it is
|y9 − yi | = min{|y9 − yj | : 1 ≤ j ≤ 8}.
√
Proof. Note that conv(ϕ(ε)) ⊂ B(o, 3a + ε). By assumption, there is a point z0 ∈ [u1 , u2 ] ∩ conv(ϕ(ε)).
Then, m = min{|z0 − u1 |, |z0 − u2 |} is bounded from below and from above by
√
√
√
2 3a + 2ε = 3( 3a + ε) − ( 3a + ε) ≤ m ≤ |u1 − u2 |/2.
√
Since |y1 − z0 | ≤ |y1 | + |z0 | ≤ 2 3a + 2ε ≤ m, we see that
max{|y1 − u1 |, |y1 − u2 |} ≤ |y1 − z0 | + max{|z0 − u1 |, |z0 − u2 |} ≤ |z0 − u1 | + |z0 − u2 | = |u1 − u2 |.
In particular, u1 and u2 are not connected by an edge in Rng(ϕ(ε) ∪ {u1 , u2 , . . .}), thereby proving (i).
To prove (ii), assume that there exists j 6= i such that |u1 − yj | < |u1 − yi | and u1 is connected with yi
by an edge in Rng(ϕ(ε) ∪ {u1 , u2 }). Then, max{|u1 − yj |, |yi − yj |} = |u1 − yj | < |u1 − yi |, which leads
to a contradiction.



After rescaling the Poisson point processes, we may assume that a = 1 in the following. Then, the
points in ϕ are the vertices of a cube with side length 2. Moreover, we also assume that
√
√
ε = (2 − r1 )/3 < ( 3 − 2)/2,

(11)

which is possible after increasing r1 and thereby decreasing r2 = 4 − r1 . In the following, we consider the
√
√
point pattern φ = ϕ ∪ 6( 3c + ε)ϕ, i.e. φ = {x1 , . . . , x16 }, where xi+8 = 6( 3c + ε)xi for each 1 ≤ i ≤ 8.
Analogously, we define φ(ε) = {y1 , . . . , y16 }, where yi ∈ B(xi , ε) for each 1 ≤ i ≤ 16. Moreover, let
√
e = {e
φe = {e
x1 , . . . , x
e16 } and φ(ε)
y1 , . . . , ye16 }, where x
ei = cxi with c = 2 2 − 1 and yei ∈ B(e
xi , ε). Figure 5
e Note that Lemmas 26 and 27 ensure that Rng(φ) and
shows the geometric relation between φ and φ.
e
Rng(φ) exhibit the same topology. Let
e
η = {z ∈ R3 : dist(z, Rng(φ)) ≤ dist(z, Rng(φ))}
and
e
ηε = {z ∈ R3 : dist(z, Rng(φ(ε))) ≤ dist(z, Rng(φ(ε)))}.
Before we formulate Lemmas 29 and 30, which are the basis for showing that o 6∈ Ψr2 (Ξ) and o ∈ Ξ
respectively, we establish a result relating Ψr (η) with Ψr+2ε (ηε ).
Lemma 28. Let r, ε > 0. Then, Ψr+2ε (ηε ) ⊂ Ψr (η) ⊕ B(o, 2ε).

r1

,
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1

x2

x
e1

x
e2

Figure 5. Projection of ϕ and {e
x1 , . . . , x
e8 } onto the plane orthogonal to e3 .
Proof. Since the asserted inclusion is equivalent to ηε r+2ε ⊕ B(o, r + 2ε) ⊂ η
to show that ηε

2ε

⊂ η. Let z ∈ ηε

2ε

r

⊕ B(o, r + 2ε), it suffices

be arbitrary. In particular,

e
dist(z, Rng(φ(ε))) + ε ≤ dist(z, Rng(φ(ε)))
− ε,
so that
e
e
dist(z, Rng(φ)) ≤ dist(z, Rng(φ(ε))) + ε ≤ dist(z, Rng(φ(ε)))
− ε ≤ dist(z, Rng(φ)),
as required.



Lemma 29. Let r ≥ 2 + 3ε. Then, o ∈
/ Ψr (ηε ).
Proof. At first, we show that o ∈
/ Ψr (η) ⊕ B(o, 2ε) for each r ≥ 2 + ε. Then, by Lemma 28, it holds that
o∈
/ Ψr (ηε ) for each r ≥ 2 + 3ε. Note that Ψ is anti-extensive (Matheron, 1975), i.e. Ψr (η) ⊂ Ψs (η) for
each r ≥ s. Thus it is sufficient to prove o ∈
/ Ψ2+ε (η) ⊕ B(o, 2ε), which is equivalent to B(o, 2 + 3ε) ⊂
η c ⊕ B(o, 2 + ε). Let now z = (z1 , z2 , z3 ) ∈ B(o, 2 + 3ε). To prove z ∈ η c ⊕ B(o, 2 + 2ε), we assume without
loss of generality that z3 ≥ z2 ≥ z1 ≥ 0. Furthermore, we treat the following two cases separately
(i) z3 ≤ c and
(ii) z3 > c.

√
√ √
Recall that c = 2 2 − 1. For case (i), consider the point p0 = (0, 2, 2). As
√ √
e p0 ),
dist(Rng(φ), p0 ) = 2( 2 − 1) = dist(Rng(φ),
we obtain p0 ∈ ∂η. Additionally,
q
√
√
|z − p0 | = z12 + ( 2 − z2 )2 + ( 2 − z3 )2


q
q
√
√
√
√
2
2
2
2
2
2
z1 + ( 2 − z2 ) + ( 2 − z3 ) , max
z1 + ( 2 − z2 ) + ( 2 − z3 )
≤ max max
√
√
z3 ≤ 2

≤ max

q

z3 > 2

√


q √
√
z12 + 2( 2 − z1 )2 , (2 2 − 1)2 + 2( 2 − 1)2 ≤ 2,

which proves z ∈ η c ⊕ B(o, 2 + ε) in case (i). Next, we prove z ∈ η c ⊕ B(o, 2 + ε) for case (ii).
√
Note that in case (ii) it holds max{z1 , z2 } ≤ c. Otherwise, using (11) we would obtain |z| ≥ 2c =
√
√
√
4 − 2 > 2 + 3( 3 − 2)/2 ≥ 2 + 3ε, which contradicts z ∈ B(o, 2 + 3ε). We consider the set of points
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Figure 6. The sets P and P 0 used for case (ii) in the proof of Lemma 29.
√
P = {p1 , p2 , p3 , p4 }, where p1 = (c, c, c), p2 = (c, 0, c), p3 = (0, 0, 2 2) and p4 = (0, c, c), see Figure 6.
Thus, P ∩ η̊ = ∅ as
e p1 ),
(i0 ) dist(Rng(φ), p1 ) = 0 = dist(Rng(φ),
√
√
e pi ), for i ∈ {2, 4},
(ii0 ) dist(Rng(φ), pi ) = 2q 2( 2 − 1) > 0 = dist(Rng(φ),
√
e p3 ).
(iii0 ) dist(Rng(φ), p3 ) = (2 2 − 1)2 + 1 = dist(Rng(φ),
√
Note that the edge connecting (1, 1, 1) with 6( 3c+ε)·(1, 1, 1) goes through p1 and thus dist(Rng(φ), p1 ) =
e Moreover, consider
0. It is p1 ∈
/ η̊ since any neighborhood of p1 is intersected by three edges of Rng(φ).
the set P 0 = conv{p1 , p2 , p03 , p4 }⊕({0}×{0}×[0, 1]), where p03 = (0, 0, c). For arbitrary z 0 ∈ P 0 ∩(R2 ×{c})
it holds
min |pi − z 0 | ≤ |p3 − (c/2, c/2, c)| =

1≤i≤4

Thus
min |pi − z 0 | ≤

1≤i≤4

√

p
√
c2 /2 + 1 < 3.

1+3=2

√
√
√
for arbitrary z 0 ∈ P 0 , which proves P 0 ⊂ P ⊕ B(o, 2). Since c < z3 < 2 + 3ε ≤ 2 + 3( 3 − 2)/2 ≤ 2 2,
it is z ∈ P 0 . Thus z ∈ η c ⊕ B(o, 2 + ε) in case (ii), which means that o ∈
/ Ψr (η) ⊕ B(o, 2ε) is verified for
each r ≥ 2 + ε.



Lemma 30. Let ε > 0. Then, B(o, 2 − 2ε) ⊂ ηε .
Proof. At first, we reduce the assertion to B(o, 2) ⊂ η. Indeed, in order to deduce that B(o, 2 − 2ε) ⊂ ηε ,
let now z ∈ B(o, 2 − 2ε). Then, using B(o, 2) ⊂ η, we obtain
e − ε ≤ dist(z, Rng(φ(ε))),
e
dist(z, Rng(φ(ε))) ≤ dist(z, Rng(φ)) + ε ≤ dist(z, Rng(φ))
which proves the assertion. To prove that B(o, 2) ⊂ η, let now z = (z1 , z2 , z3 ) ∈ B(o, 2) be arbitrary. We
may assume without loss of generality that z3 ≥ z2 ≥ z1 ≥ 0. Then, the distance between z and Rng(ϕ)
is minimized at the edge [(−1, 1, 1), (1, 1, 1)]. We treat the following two cases separately:
(i) z1 < 1 and
(ii) z1 ≥ 1.
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In the first case the distance from z to Rng(ϕ) is minimized at the interior of the edge of Rng(ϕ), whereas
in the second case it is minimized at a vertex of Rng(ϕ). In case (i), we obtain
s X
s X
e =
dist(z, Rng(φ)) ≤
(zi − 1)2 and dist(z, Rng(φ))
(zi − c)2 ,
2≤i≤3

2≤i≤3

√
so that z ∈ η follows from z2 + z3 ≤ 2 2. In particular, using the method of Lagrange multipliers,
q
√
max{z2 + z3 : z ∈ B(o, 2)} = 8 − 2z12 ≤ 2 2,
(12)
so that z ∈ η. To deal with the second case, note that it is sufficient to prove the claim for z ∈ ∂B(o, 2).
The result can be transferred to z 0 with |z 0 | < 2 as
e = |z 00 − z 0 | + dist(z 00 , Rng(φ))
e ≥ |z 00 − z 0 | + dist(z 00 , Rng(φ)) ≥ dist(z 0 , Rng(φ))
dist(z 0 , Rng(φ))
√
√
√
for some z 00 ∈ ∂B(o, 2). Moreover, we may assume that z1 < 2/ 3 < c. Otherwise, |z| > 3(2/ 3) > 2
would contradict |z| ≤ 2. Then,
s X
(zi − 1)2
dist(z, Rng(φ)) ≤

and

e =
dist(z, Rng(φ))

1≤i≤3

s X

(zi − c)2 ,

2≤i≤3

so that z ∈ η follows from

√
(z1 − 1)2
+ 2(z2 + z3 ) ≤ 4 2.
c−1
Proceeding analogously to (12), we see that it remains to verify
q
√
(z1 − 1)2
+ 2 8 − 2z12 ≤ 4 2.
c−1
√
As 1 < z1 < 2/ 3, the left-hand side is at most
√
√
(2/ 3 − 1)2
√
+ 2 6,
2 2−2
√
which is smaller than 4 2.



Proof of Theorem 25. We construct a specific event A ∈ A that occurs with positive probability and
\ Ψr2 (Ξ). To achieve this goal, we consider configurations where X (1) has points
e In order to avoid possible disturbances coming
close to φ whereas X , . . . , X (k) have points close to φ.
implies that o ∈ Ξ

r1

(2)

from edges of the RNG to other points of X (2) , . . . , X (k) , it is important that Poisson points are located
in the neighborhood of x9 , . . . , x16 and x
e9 , . . . , x
e16 . More precisely, we put
o
\ n
0
A1 =
#(X (1) ∩ B(xi , ε)) = #(X (k ) ∩ B(e
xi , ε)) = 1 .
1≤i≤16
2≤k0 ≤k

In order to ensure that these points give rise to the desired configurations, we also assume that there are
no further points in a sufficiently large neighborhood. More precisely, we put
o
\ n
[
0
A2 =
X (k ) ∩ B(o, 54c2 + 36cε) ⊂
(B(xi , ε) ∪ B(e
xi , ε)) ,
1≤k0 ≤k

1≤i≤16

and set A = A1 ∩ A2 . Since the family {X (i) }1≤i≤8 consists of independent Poisson point processes,
we conclude that A has positive probability. It remains to show that under the event A we have that
o∈Ξ
of X

r1

(2)

\ Ψr2 (Ξ). Note that in each realization contained in A there are 16 points of X (1) and 16 points

, . . . , X (k) contained in B(o, 54c2 + 36cε). We denote the points of X (1) in ∪1≤i≤8 (B(xi , ε) ∪

B(xi+8 , ε)) by y1 , . . . , y16 and the points of X (2) , . . . , X (k) in ∪1≤i≤8 (B(xei , ε)∪B(e
xi+8 , ε)) by yek0 ,1 , . . . , yek0 ,16 ,
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for all 2 ≤ k 0 ≤ k where y1 , . . . , y8 and yek0 ,1 , . . . , yek0 ,8 form the inner cubes. The relative neighborhood
graphs restricted to the points within B(o, 54c2 + 36cε) exhibit the same topology for all realizations of
A by Lemmas 26 and 27. It remains to show that under the event A we have o ∈ Ξ
Lemma 27, under the event A1 only those points of X
relevant for the event {o ∈ Ξ

r1

(1)

,...,X

(k)

r1

\ Ψr2 (Ξ). By

located within B(o, 54c2 + 36cε) are

\ Ψr2 (Ξ)}. Furthermore, as indicated in the beginning of the proof,

this event is not influenced by edges having a vertex in ∪9≤i≤16 B(xi , ε). Since r1 < 2 − ε, we may
therefore apply Lemma 30 to conclude that B(o, r1 ) ⊂ Ξ. Since r2 = 2 + 3ε, we obtain o ∈
/ Ψr2 (Ξ) by
Lemma 29.


Appendix C.

In this appendix, we prove part (i) of Theorem 11. First, we establish two auxiliary results. More
precisely, we first show that points in the Voronoi mollification of one of the k relative neighborhood
graphs are close to one of the edges of the graph. Then, we will see that with high probability (whp) there
do not exist very long edges intersecting a given sampling window. Finally, to conclude the proof, we
show that any pair of vertices of the relative neighborhood graph in an extended sampling window can be
connected by a short path. We say that a family of events {AN , N ≥ 1} occurs whp if P(AcN ) ≤ c1 e−N

c2

for some c1 , c2 > 0.
Lemma 31. For every α > 0, with high probability, every point x ∈ WN ∩ Ξ1 can be connected within
Ξ1 to an edge of Rng(X (1) ) by a line segment of length at most N α .
Proof. Let 1 ≤ i ≤ k and subdivide the sampling window WN into sub-boxes of side length N α /dN α/2 e.
Then, whp each of these sub-boxes contains at least one point from X (1) . In particular, the distance of
x to the closest edge of Rng(X (1) ) is at most N α as required.



Lemma 32. For every α > 0, with high probability, every edge of Rng(X (1) ) intersecting WN is of length
at most N α .
Proof. As in the proof of Lemma 31, we subdivide the sampling window W2N into sub-boxes of side length
N α /dN α/2 e. Then, whp each of these sub-boxes contains at least one point from X (1) . In particular, if
x, y are such that there is an edge between x and y in Rng(X (1) ) such that the line segment [x, y] intersects
WN , then |x−y| ≤ N α , as otherwise we could find z ∈ X (1) ∩W2N with max{|x−z|, |z −y|} < |x−y|. 
Proof of part (i) of Theorem 11. At first, we show that there exists an almost surely finite random variα
able N0 ≥ 1 such that the event RN
, introduced in Equation (3), occurs for all N ≥ N0 . The claim can

be proven using an extension of the descending-chain approach from Aldous (2009, Section 3). Here, we
recall from Daley and Last (2005) that a sequence {x1 , x2 , . . . , xn } of points in Rd forms a descending
chain if and only if the sequence {|xi − xi+1 |}1≤i≤n−1 of distances of subsequent elements is strictly
decreasing. Moreover, we say that this chain is b-bounded if |x1 − x2 | ≤ b. In Aldous (2009, Lemma
10) it has been observed that there exists a tight connection between relative neighborhood graphs and
descending chains. More precisely, if ϕ ⊂ Rd is a locally finite set and r > 0, x, y ∈ ϕ, are such that x
and y are not connected by a path in Rng(ϕ) ∩ Br (x), then there exists an |x − y|-bounded descending
chain in ϕ starting at x and leaving Br/2 (x). In particular, if whp there does not exist an N α/(4d) bounded descending chain starting in WN ⊕ [−N α/2 , N α/2 ] and consisting of more than N α/2 hops, then
Lemmas 31 and 32 provide the desired short connection path. Now, the computations in Daley and Last
(2005, Section 3.2) show that the probability for the existence of an N α/(4d) -bounded descending chain
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starting in WN ⊕ [−N α/2 , N α/2 ] and consisting of more than K = N α/2 hops is bounded from above by
 3ν (B(o, 1))N α/4 K
(νd (B(o, 1))N α/4 )K
d
νd (WN ⊕ [−N α/2 , N α/2 ])
.
≤ 2νd (WN )
K!
K
Since the latter expression tends to 0 as N → ∞, we conclude the proof of the first assertion in part
(i) of Theorem 11. We now show that E[γΞ1 (o, H1 )1o∈CΞ1 (H1 ) ] < ∞. Let AN denote the event that
o∈
/ CΞ1 (H1 ) or the shortest path from o to H1 through Ξ1 is contained in [−2N, 2N ]d−1 × [−N, 1]. We
obtain
P(AcN ) ≤ c1 e−N

c2

(13)

for some c1 , c2 > 0 as a consequence of Lemma 31 and the first part of the proof. Define N (r) = r1/(d+2) .
Then,
Z

E[γΞ1 (o, H1 )1o∈CΞ1 (H1 ) ] =

∞

0

P({γΞ1 (o, H1 )1o∈CΞ1 (H1 ) > r} ∩ AN (r) ) dr
∞

Z
+
0

P({γΞ1 (o, H1 )1o∈CΞ1 (H1 ) > r} ∩ AcN (r) ) dr.

Due to (13) the second integral on the right-hand side is finite. Thus it is sufficient to show that the
first integral is finite. If the shortest path from o to H1 through Ξ1 is contained in [−2N (r), 2N (r)]d−1 ×

[−N (r), 1], Lemma 32 ensures that γΞ1 (o, H1 )1o∈CΞ1 (H1 ) is bounded from above by the sum of lengths of

those edges, where at least one vertex is contained in [−3N (r), 3N (r)]d . Furthermore, the coordination
number, i.e. the degree, of a vertex in the Poisson RNG is uniformly bounded by some constant cd
(Jaromczyk and Toussaint, 1992). Thus
Z ∞
P({γΞ1 (o, H1 )1o∈CΞ1 (H1 ) > r} ∩ AN (r) ) dr ≤
0
Z ∞
√
P(cd 6 dN (r)#(X (1) ∩ [−3N (r), 3N (r)]d ) ≥ r) dr,
0

where #A denotes the number of elements contained in a discrete set A ⊂ R3 . Using Markov’s inequality,
we obtain
Z ∞
Z ∞ r(d+1)/(d+2)
(1)
d
√
−
cd 6 d
P({γΞ1 (o, H1 )1o∈CΞ1 (H1 ) > r} ∩ AN (r) ) dr ≤
Ee#(X ∩[−3N (r),3N (r)] ) dr
e
0

0

Z
=

∞

−r

e

(d+1)/(d+2)
√
cd 6 d

d d/(d+2)

e6

r

λ1 (e−1)

0

Z

∞

dr ≤ c4

e−c5 r

1/(d+2)

dr < ∞

0

for some c4 , c5 > 0.


Appendix D.

In this appendix, we prove Lemmas 17 and 18. To begin with, we show Lemma 17 which requires
only elementary geometric arguments.
Proof of Lemma 17. As a first step, we show that Rng(X (i) ) ∩ Q5L is left unchanged by modifications
of X (i) outside Q7L . Otherwise, by the definition of the relative neighborhood graph, there would exist
a ball of diameter L intersecting Q5L that does not contain any points from X (i) . This would yield a
contradiction to the stability condition (S’). Moreover, by condition (S’), the distance of any point in
Q3L to the nearest point on Rng(X (i) ) is at most L/2. Therefore, the random set Ξ
changed by modifying X (i) outside Q7L .
Next, we show that conditions (O’) and (S’) are fulfilled whp.

r

∩ Q3L is not
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Proof of Lemma 18, conditions (O’) and (S’). First, since every robustly (L, r)-good site is also (L, r)good, we obtain that
lim lim P(o is robustly (L, r)-good) ≤ lim lim P(o is (L, r)-good).

L→∞ r→0

L→∞ r→0

Hence, it remains to show that conditions (S’), (O’) and (C’) are fulfilled with a probability tending to
1 as L → ∞ and r → 0. The exponential decay of the Poisson void probabilities shows that both, the
omnidirectionality and the stability condition are satisfied whp as L → ∞. As we explain below, proving
the corresponding property for condition (C’) is more involved and is discussed in the remainder of this
appendix section.



It remains to check that condition (C’) is fulfilled with a probability tending to 1 as L → ∞ and
r → 0, which is surprisingly complicated. First, a standard descending-chain argument (Aldous, 2009,
Proposition 9) shows that whp the graph Rng(X (1) ) ∩ Q2L is contained in a connected component of
Rng(X (1) ) ∩ Q3L . Moreover, by choosing r > 0 sufficiently small, the probability that Rng(X (1) ) ∩ Q3L ⊂
Ξ

r

can also be pushed arbitrarily close to 1. It remains, to consider points of Ξ

on Rng(X

(1)

r

∩ QL that do not lie

).

A first attempt would be to connect any such point to the closest points on Rng(X (1) ) by a line
segment directly. However, due to the non-convex nature of the eroded cells in Ξ
need not be contained in Ξ

r

r

this line segment

∩ QL . Certainly, it is intuitively plausible that for small r it should not be

difficult to circumvent these obstacles. Nevertheless, making this line of argumentation rigorous requires
a refined analysis of the deterministic cell geometry of Ξ

r

.

The proof of the connectivity condition (C’) is surprisingly complicated and requires a detailed analysis of the cell geometry in the Voronoi mollification. To make this precise, let G = {Ii }i≥1 be a locally
finite system of line segments in R3 . We assume that distinct line segments are either disjoint or have
one common endpoint. We also let V = ∪i≥1 (Ii \ ˚
Ii ) denote the vertex set of G, where ˚
Ii denotes the
relative interior of the line segment Ii . Now, using a similar construction as in Chew et al. (1998), we
introduce a line-segment Voronoi tessellation associated with the vertices and edges of the graph G. A
first idea would be to define the cell associated to a line segment I as the family of all points of R3 whose
closest point on G is located on I. However, this would mean that cells associated to line segments
meeting at a common vertex share some non-empty interior. This problem is illustrated in Figure 7. To
preserve consistency with the intuitive concept of a tessellation, we provide a different definition that
treats points and line segments separately.

Cell(v)
Cell(I 0 )

Cell(I)
I

v

I0

Figure 7. Two-dimensional illustration of line-segment Voronoi cells (cut-out).
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More precisely, if v ∈ V we let Cell(v) = {x ∈ R3 : dist(x, v) ≤ dist(x, ∪i≥1 Ii )} denote the family of
all points whose closest point on ∪i≥1 Ii is given by v. Similarly, if I ∈ G we let
Cell(I) = {x ∈ R3 : dist(x, I) < dist(x, (∪i≥ Ii ) \ ˚
I)}
denote the closure of the open cell of points that are closer to I than to any other edge of G. The
two types of cells are illustrated in Figure 7 and are referred to as point cell and line-segment cell in the
following.
The geometry of the line-segment Voronoi tessellation is substantially more intricate than the geometry
of a standard Voronoi tessellation induced by a locally finite set of points. Indeed, whereas all cells in
the standard Voronoi tessellation are convex sets with planar boundaries, in the line-segment model also
quadratic surfaces may appear as boundary shapes. More precisely, the following three possibilities can
be observed:
(i) a plane, as boundary between two cells associated either with two vertices or with two coplanar
line segments,
(ii) a parabolic cylinder, as boundary between a cell associated with a vertex and a cell associated
with a line segment, and
(iii) a hyperbolic paraboloid, as boundary between two cells associated with skew line segments.
For the standard Voronoi tessellation in R3 with generating points in normal position, it is a classical
result that any four cells meet in at most one point (Schneider and Weil, 2008). Indeed, as the locus of
all points having equal distance to two points is a plane, we see that the locus of points that have equal
distance to three points is a line. This implies the result, since any two distinct lines in R3 can intersect
in at most 1 point.
This string of argumentation does not extend immediately to line-segment Voronoi tessellations, as
not only planes but also smooth quadrics can appear as cell boundaries. Therefore, also the intersection
of three cells is no longer a line but can be a rather complicated algebraic curve. Nevertheless, according
to Sard’s theorem (Lee, 2013, Chapter 6) one should expect the intersection curves to be almost surely
non-singular, so that any two of them can only intersect in finitely many points. Fortunately, since we
are only dealing with quadrics and not general curves, we can make this idea rigorous without resorting
to the general form of Sard’s theorem. Let Vor(Rng(X (1) ) ∪ Rng(X (2) )) denote the line-segment Voronoi
tessellation. To simplify terminology, we say that a point x ∈ R3 is a quad point if it is contained in the
intersection of four distinct cells of Vor(Rng(X (1) ) ∪ Rng(X (2) )).
Lemma 33. With probability 1, the family of quad points is locally finite.
Proof. We assert that with probability 1, the intersection of any three cells is given by a non-singular
algebraic curve. Once this assertion is shown, basic algebraic geometry implies that quad points are
locally finite. Indeed, by Liu (2002, Proposition 5.5) the intersection of any two non-identical nonsingular curves is of dimension 0 and therefore consists of a finite union of points (Liu, 2002, Proposition
4.9, Lemma 5.11). Moreover, with probability 1, the four curves associated to the intersection of triplets
of cells are non-identical. We show this only for the case of line-segment cells, since the proof for point
cells is similar but easier. If two curves were identical, then one of the lines would be tangent to the
ball touching the other three lines around the closest point to the origin on one of these curves. But
this is an event of probability 0. It remains to show that with probability 1, the intersection set of
any three cells is given by a non-singular algebraic curve. In fact, for the case that the three cells are
deterministic line-segment cells, in Everett et al. (2009) a substantially more specific algebraic description
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of the intersection curve is given. However, as we can neglect configurations of probability 0, we only
need a small part of the proof in Everett et al. (2009). Hence, we are able to deal with point cells
and line-segment cells using the same argument. For any two quadric surfaces Q, Q0 there exists a
characteristic polynomial DQ,Q0 (λ) with the property that Q and Q0 intersect in a non-singular curve if
and only if DQ,Q0 (λ) does not admit multiple roots (Everett et al., 2009, p. 100). In particular, Q and Q0
intersect in a non-singular curve if and only if the associated discriminant ∆Q,Q0 is non-zero. If Q and
Q0 describe cell boundaries, then the coefficients of the characteristic polynomial are polynomials in the
coordinates of points in X (1) ∪ X (2) . In particular, also ∆Q,Q0 is a polynomial in the coordinates of the
Poisson point process. Intuitively speaking, it is clear that coordinates chosen at random do not satisfy
any fixed non-trivial algebraic equation. Nevertheless, for the convenience of the reader, we provide
some details. First, we observe that ∆Q,Q0 is not the zero polynomial. Indeed, this would imply that the
intersection between any two quadrics can never be a non-singular curve. In particular, we can fix one of
the Poisson coordinates – call it u – and consider ∆Q,Q0 = ∆Q,Q0 (u) as polynomial in u with coefficients
being polynomial expressions in the remaining Poisson coordinates. By induction on the polynomial
degree, we see that when evaluated at Poisson points, these coefficients are almost surely non-zero. In
particular, for almost every choice of the remaining Poisson coordinates the equation ∆Q,Q0 (u) = 0 has
only finitely many roots in u. Therefore, also ∆Q,Q0 is almost surely non-zero.



Lemma 33 implies that the family of points that are simultaneously close to four cells of Vor(Rng(X (1) )∪
Rng(X (2) )) decomposes into connected components of small diameters. More precisely, for r > 0 we let
Erquad denote the event that in Vor(Rng(X (1) ) ∪ Rng(X (2) )) there exist pairwise distinct cells C1 , C2 , C3
and C4 such that the cells are associated with points or line segments intersecting Q3L and such that
the diameter of each connected component of the set ∩i≤4 (Ci ⊕ B(o, r)) is larger than 1.
Corollary 34. Let L ≥ 1 be arbitrary. Then, limr→0 P(Erquad ) = 0.
Proof. The decreasing limit of compact sets ∩r>0 ∩i≤4 (Ci ⊕ B(o, r)) equals ∩i≤4 Ci , which is finite by
Lemma 33. Now, set
r0 =

1
4

n
min 1,

min

x,y∈∩i≤4 Ci
x6=y

o
|x − y| .

In particular, we may choose a sufficiently small r > 0 such that
∩i≤4 (Ci ⊕ B(o, r)) ⊂ (∩i≤4 Ci ) ⊕ B(o, r0 ).
By the choice of r0 the connected components of the right-hand side are of diameter at most 1, as
required.



As mentioned above, the difficulty in verifying condition (C’) lies in the geometric complexity of the
line-segment Voronoi tessellation when compared to the standard Voronoi tessellation. As an important
preliminary step, we note that, if for x ∈ Ξ

r

there exists x0 ∈ Rng(X (1) ) such that for all y ∈ B(x, r)

the distance from y to x0 is at most the distance from y to Rng(X (2) ), then we may conclude as in the
standard Voronoi tessellation.
Lemma 35. Let x ∈ Ξ

r

and x0 ∈ Rng(X (1) ) be such that
|x − x0 | + 2r ≤ dist(x, Rng(X (2) )).

Then, the line segment [x, x0 ] is contained in Ξ

r

.

(14)
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Proof. Let z ∈ Rng(X (2) ), t ∈ [0, 1] and y ∈ B(x, r) be arbitrary. Then,
|y + t(x0 − x) − x0 | ≤ r + |x0 − x| − t|x0 − x| ≤ |x − z| − r − t|x − x0 | ≤ |y + t(x0 − x) − z|,
as required.



Now, we can complete the verification of property (C’).

Proof of (C’). First, let L ≥ 1 and
r0 =

1
4



min 1, dist Rng(X (1) ) ∩ Q2L , Rng(X (2) ) .

Now, fix r ∈ (0, r02 /(20L)). In particular, Rng(X (1) ) ∩ Q2L ⊂ Ξ
According to (O’), see Section 4.3, we may assume that x ∈ Ξ

r

r

. In the following, let x ∈ Ξ

r

.

∩ QL . Roughly speaking, we first move

the point x in a carefully chosen direction v ∈ ∂B(o, 1) by a distance of Kr for suitably chosen K > 0 to
arrive at x∗ = x + Krv. Then, we prove (i) [x, x∗ ] ⊂ Ξ
a closest point to x on the graph Rng(X

(i)

r

and (ii) [x∗ , π1 (x∗ )] ⊂ Ξ

r

, where πi (x) denotes

). To choose the good direction v, we proceed as follows. For

any fixed K > 0, we note that after decreasing the upper bound on r if necessary, by Corollary 34 we
may assume that the ball B(x, 2Kr) intersects at most three cells of Vor(Rng(X (1) ) ∪ Rng(X (2) )). If the
ball intersects at most one cell associated with Rng(X (1) ), then we choose
v = (x − π1 (x))/|x − π1 (x)|
so as to push x closer to the cell. On the other hand, if the ball intersects at most one cell associated
with Rng(X (2) ), we choose
v = −(x − π2 (x))/|x − π2 (x)|.
That is, the point is pushed away from that cell. We provide a detailed proof for the second case, noting
that similar arguments apply in the first case. We put K = 14000L3 r0−3 and may assume that x does
not satisfy (14), as otherwise we could conclude the proof immediately. In particular,
|x − π1 (x)| ≥ |x − π2 (x)| − 2r.

(15)

For part (i), we assert that yt = y + tv ∈ Ξ for each 0 ≤ t ≤ Kr and y ∈ B(x, r). To prove this assertion,
we have to distinguish the cases depending on whether the considered cell is a point cell or a line-segment
cell. In the line-segment case, the triangle inequality yields that
dist(yt , I) = dist(y, I) + t ≥ dist(y, Rng(X (1) )) + t ≥ dist(yt , Rng(X (1) )),
where I is the line segment inducing the cell associated with Rng(X (2) ). Next, assume that the considered
cell is a point cell induced by π2 (x). In this case, typically it holds dist(yt , I) < dist(y, I) + t and we can
not use the same arguments as in the line-segment case. Then,
π2 (yt ) = π2 (x)

(16)

for each 0 ≤ t ≤ Kr and y ∈ B(x, r) because this cell is the only cell of the Voronoi tessellation on
Rng(X (2) ) that hits B(x, 2Kr). For y ∈ B(x, r) we put ye = π2 (x) + y − x and combine (15) and (16) to
arrive at
|x − π2 (x)| ≤ |x − π1 (x)| + 2r ≤ |x − π1 (y)| + 2r ≤ |y − π1 (y)| + 3r,
and
|y − π1 (y)| ≤ |y − π2 (y)| ≤ |x − π2 (x)| + r.
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ye
π2 (x)
π1 (y)

βy
αy
y

Figure 8. Configuration involving y, ye, π1 (y) and π2 (x).

Letting αy denote the angle between π1 (y) − y and ye − y = π2 (x) − x, we therefore obtain that
1 − cos αy =

|e
y − π1 (y)|2 − (|y − π1 (y)| − |x − π2 (x)|)2
9(r02 − r2 )
r02
≥
≥
.
2|y − π1 (y)||x − π2 (x)|
24L2
3L2

(17)

Similarly, letting βy denote the angle between π2 (x) − y and ye − y = π2 (x) − x, we obtain that
1 − cos βy =

|e
y − π2 (x)|2 − (|y − π2 (x)| − |x − π2 (x)|)2
r2
≤ 2,
2|y − π2 (x)||x − π2 (x)|
4r0

so that cos βy ≥ cos αy . Here we use
2|x − π2 (x)| ≥ |π1 (x) − x| + |x − π2 (x)| ≥ |π1 (x) − π2 (x)| ≥ 4r0
by the definition of r0 . Analogously, one can show |y − π2 (x)| ≥ r0 . For an illustration of the geometric
configuration, we refer the reader to Figure 8. In particular,
|yt − π2 (yt )| − |yt − π1 (y)| =

|yt − π2 (x)|2 − |yt − π1 (y)|2
|yt − π2 (x)| + |yt − π1 (y)|

|y − π2 (x)|2 + t2 + 2t|y − π2 (x)| cos βy − |y − π1 (y)|2 − t2 − 2t|y − π1 (y)| cos αy
|yt − π2 (x)| + |yt − π1 (y)|
2t|y − π2 (x)|
,
≥ (cos βy − cos αy )
|yt − π2 (x)| + |yt − π1 (x)|

=

which was shown above to be non-negative. For part (ii), we apply Lemma 35 to reduce the assertion to
|x∗ − π2 (x∗ )| − |x∗ − π1 (x∗ )| ≥ 2r. Now using (17) for the angle αx implies that
|x∗ − π2 (x∗ )| − |x∗ − π1 (x∗ )|
≥ |x∗ − π2 (x)| − |x∗ − π1 (x)|
=

|x∗ − π2 (x)|2 − |x∗ − π1 (x)|2
|x∗ − π2 (x)| + |x∗ − π1 (x)|

(|x − π2 (x)| + Kr)2 − (|x − π1 (x)| + Kr)2 + 2Kr|x − π1 (x)|(1 − cos αx )
|x∗ − π2 (x)| + |x∗ − π1 (x)|
2Kr|x − π1 (x)|(1 − cos αx )
≥ ∗
|x − π2 (x)| + |x∗ − π1 (x)|
=

Kr03
,
7000L3
and by the choice of K, the last line is bounded below by 2r, as required.
≥r
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